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Transforming into the center of renewal and tranquility
along with the real meaning of being safe and sound
becoming more and more questionable under the
becoming the most important element that affect our
mood.
The true success of our design journey, inspired by the
spirit of spaces, personal needs and contemporary
trends, is to offer our users a wide range of lifestyle
concepts ranging from furniture to carpets and
accessories along with sustainable material preferences,
luxurious touches and bold constructions. Converting
these concepts, which shape the concepts of aesthetics
and comfort with personal needs, into arressible living
spaces emphasizes our innovative and creative roots
which are fed by our understanding of design. In order
to enrich our modern design world, which directs the
trends with the designs that have vision as a decoration
guide, with different perspectives we have brought 6
successful names together who are pioneers in their own
designers 6 creative people from different disciplines
have created stylized spaces in the light of their visions
with Enza Home’s new season furniture.
While designing the future, creating the timeless spaces
that appeal to the human soul by setting out from the
symbols of the past, the peaceful, comfortable, stylish
and innovative living concepts of the Enza Home are now
on the pages of Enza Home Book.
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ENZA HOME BOOK / IN THIS ISSUE

2018 FORM

TRACKING THE
CONTEMPORARY FORMS

OTTAVIA

Exquisite design by handwork quilted application,
special stitching details and wooden legs ...

2018

22

2018 decoration trends that take shape by the traces of striking colours and authentic materials, is
carrying different kinds of design forms which shape the essential character of the decoration into
the living spaces. The soft and smooth design lines that center the comfort and aesthetics are being
transformed into visual definition of the comfort itself in the brand new season collections of Enza Home
in various forms. Shining out with this contemporary version of the geometry, ANGEL SERIES is
reflecting a feminine and refined aesthetic sense with rounded edges inspired by angel wings.

MARENGO
Exclusive designs...

270 LIGHTING

The MARENGO Dining Room, where the effect of special
designs on the decoration is important, brings the impressive
reflections of a sophisticated style to your home.

Light of the sleep...

One of the critical places where the relationship between space and
light is determined by the function of enlightening is bedrooms. So
what do you need to pay attention to when you light up bedrooms?

88
CARPETS
Feeling the ground...
Enza Home invites you to a radical change
where you feel the ground on the axis of
new trends.

78
Yataş Home textile collection
comes into life with summer
colours inspired by nature
DRESSING TABLE
Elegant dressing tables, which are ideal for personal care and day-to-day
preparation, complement the bedroom suite with stylish designs.

290
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306
ANGEL SIDEBOARD p. 62
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ENZA HOME BOOK / NEWS

What's
new with
All in Enza!
2018 COLLECTION AT ENZA HOME STORES!
The 2018 Enza Home Collection prepared by valuable designers is reflecting
2018 and the future. Timeless designs of Enza Home create a warm intimacy
at your home. Visitors of Enza Home start choosing matching designs for
themselves and their homes.

Continuing to change your life with innovative and functional designs,
ENZA HOME is renovating your home in the light of new trends and
technologies, not only with comfortable and stylish furnishings but also
with lighting designs, decorative objects and wide range of products from
sleeping equipment to home textile. And the only thing that is up to you
is to visit the nearest ENZA HOME showroom.

2018 SURFACE

SOPHISTICATED
DETAILS
The brand new design language of the surfaces is evoking our visual
perception as well as our sense of touching. The new collections of Enza
Home is giving life to the natural, authentic and contemporary sense of
design in the living spaces by using the fabric textures on the extraordinary
surfaces. Making an authentic remark on the modern design by its linen
texture, NETHA SERIES is presenting the sophisticated effect of the
surface details beautifully.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
Retro designs, in which naturality of the wood is redefined by the historical
references, create a timeless style on the track of the sense of experienced past
moments. Carrying the charming and authentic style of the past into the future
with modernist touches, Enza Home brings a brand new understanding into
the elegancy of the past with the details that are simplified by minimal and
edgy touches of the contemporary sense of design.

ENZA is everywhere with you!
The Enza Home Book online catalogue can be downloaded
free of charge to your phone or tablet. You can easily
examine all collections from your mobile everywhere.
4

NETHA SIDEBOARD p. 170

2018 TREND REPORT

Outstanding Aspects

Inspirational Regulations

Brand new 2018 collections with
world trends and decoration ideas are
at Enza Home Showrooms

The brand new season styles in which the multiple design detail brings the aesthetic and the spirit into living
spaces simultaneously, are giving life to the strong, luxurious and impressive decoration styles from past to
present. While sharp geometrical lines are coming together with soft materials, outstanding eclectic touches
are enriching themselves with valuable details inspired by nature.
In Enza Home 2018 collections, where we encounter an elegant creativity that involves combinations of
impressive brass and golden colour applications that crowns the sense of tranquility and comfort in living
spaces, artisanal lacquered surface applications are emphasizing the timeless stance of the wooden materials.
Deep colour alternatives that give the decoration a sense of spirit, are placing the glory of the past right on
the center of 2018 trends by coming together with striking velvet fabrics. Radical combinations between
various materials such as metal, glass, wood and marble are creating the inspiring and modern living spaces
by redefining the concept of sustainability with an authentic sense of aesthetic.

NAVONA LIVING ROOM p. 30

DOLCE BEDROOM p. 298
6
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WIRE GOLD

ENZA HOME BOOK / 2018 TREND REPORT

Lighting Series

Creating a calm and stylish atmosphere in the living
spaces with its minimalistic design in the form of a cage,
the Wire Series adapts to many different scenes and
personal taste. Soon in Enza Home!

Luxury

GOLDEN
REFLECTIONS

Contemporary
Definition of the

The perfect harmony of the natural materials that puts a spell on
decoration trends makes an appearance again in the new season as
the small yet impressive design details. Combinations of golden and
brass colours inspired by the traditional aesthetic style redefine the
concept of luxury by giving life to elegant and shiny touches in the
modern and innovative design world of Enza Home.

OTTAVIA SIDEBOARD p. 18

OT TAV I A

Sideboard + Sideboard Mirror

Ottavia Sideboard, where serene dark green surfaces come together with
striking golden colours and circular forms, fascinates with subtle and
thoughtful details.

ANGEL
ARMCHAIR

NETHA
Dressoire

Angel Armchair attracts attention with an original
aesthetic sense, unique comfort and rich details.
Soon in Enza Home!
p. 66

ANGEL
Coffee Table

Netha Dressoire adds a stylish feel to the living spaces with its
linen fabric look and walnut colour combination.
8

Reflecting an impressive elegance with its rounded and
flowing lines, Angel Coffee Table presents a
new aesthetic approach.
p. 167
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Spaces Shaped

Artisanal Touches
by

LACQUER

ANGEL

S U R FA C E S

Sideboard

The Angel Sideboard, which
combines the elegant effect
of white with the serene
touch of country style,
creates a bright and noble
atmosphere.
p. 62

In the new season where the unique touches of the handcraft return as a
rising value in decoration, we are becoming familiar with the charming,
shiny and smooth designs that go along with almost every style perfectly.
The natural materials, which are combined together with artisanal lacquered
surface applications, are creating impressive living spaces as the chic
examples of a timeless urban sense of design.

A S TO R I A
Dining Table

Astoria Dining Table combines modern
design with eye-catching details and
with a combination of mink gray
lacquer with gold colour metal.
p. 52

OT TAV I A
Highboard

ELEGANTE
Sideboard

Ottavia Highboard brings a bold and
striking approach to spaces with its
unique design.
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ASTORIA DINING ROOM p. 52

Elegante Sideboard, which adds a sense of liveliness to the simple
design line with the hand painted sideboard surface, reflects the
elegance of the past with its retro style. p. 34
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Timeless

Mixtur es

MATERIAL
MIXES

of the decoration

While new trends such as back to nature and eco-life are continuing to
dominate the new season, strong yet chic materials such as glass, metal,
leather, marble and wood create impressive and timeless living spaces by
coming together. These harmonious combinations, which bring an authentic
and free character into the decoration, are the brand new complements of
the 2018 collection of Enza Home.

NAVONA SIDEBOARD p. 24
12
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ENZA HOME BOOK / 2018 TREND REPORT

The Golden Age of

VELVET
TOUCHES

Velvet

In regards to interior design a new season is waiting for us
to witness the miraculous changes created by the harmony
of colours and textures. Collections of Enza Home in which
deep and mystical shades of colour palette meet with
aesthetically pleasing velvet fabrics, is redefining this noble
texture in its own golden age with modern sense of design.
Strong and elegant velvet surfaces are creating fascinating
decorations in the new season.

N AV O N A
LIVING ROOM

Shining out with velvet and leather like fabric alternatives and striking colour applications,
NAVONA LIVING ROOM is creating sophisticated details with wooden-brass leg design and
exclusive stitching details on the back and arms of the sofa. p. 30

ARIA
Bedframe

The Aria Bedframe, which decorates the dark green fabric
which creates a deep and noble effect, with minimal patterns,
perfectly completes the series with both functional and visual
effects. p. 254

ASTORIA
Sofa

The Astoria Sofa which is an excellent example of the
harmony between colour and texture, fascinates with
its rich velvety texture. Soon in Enza Home!

O T TAV I A
Ottoman

OTTAVIA ARMCHAIR p. 22
14

The decorative and functional Ottavia
Ottoman completes your bedroom in
a stylish way with its golden yellow
decorations.

Astoria Living Room

58
15

FILE
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THE
NEWEST
1. Astoria Bedframe/Nightstand
Special line stitching, soft colours

01

2. Art Coffee Table
Pattern alternatives in 6 different
colours exclusively for Enza, easily
cleanable shiny glass surface,
metal legs

03

Modest Luxury
Reshaped on the axis of comfort and naturality, the new season
decoration trends are creating modern and charming spaces with
mysterious colour touches and material usage in details. Making a
sophisticated remark on the minimal stance of the modernism with
luxurious design details, Enza Home designs are representing an
effortless elegancy by centering the decoration.

3. Astoria Dressoire
Geometric lines, special high gloss
gold colour, modern design

04
07
05

4. Marengo Sideboard
Natural wicker look surface, antique
bronze coloured handles, wooden
leg design with storage space.
5. Tripod Floor Lamp
Black MDF body,
Soon in Enza Home!
6. Netha Armchair
Ergonomic ridge design, wooden leg
in special form

06

7. Ottavia Dressing Mirror
2017 Design Award-winner, dark
green lacquer over 100% MDF, gold
colour details.

08
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8. Soho Patchwork Carpet

09

9. Angel Sofa
Aesthetic and feminine design,
pocket spring system providing high
comfort, special metal leg design.
Soon in Enza Home!

10

10. Olivia Duvet Cover Set
17

ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

NEW

Geometry of the Aesthetics

1. OTTAVIA SIDEBOARD
Special dark green
colour of Enza on 100%
MDF, golden colour
circular form and ribbon
details, metal leg design
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

OTTAVIA DINING ROOM in which calm dark green surfaces meet with
striking golden details and rounded forms, is making an extraordinary remark
on modern design style. While creating a fluent decoration style with different
geometrical form transitions, it fascinates with dynamic design details and
deeply impressive colour combinations.

2. OTTAVIA TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF,
special leg design in
circular form, glass
surface combination
Fixed Table
Fixed Table Large
Ottavia Chair

1
2
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NEW
1. OTTAVIA TV UNIT
Special dark green colour of
Enza on 100% MDF, golden
colour circular form and ribbon
details, metal leg design

Shining out with its extraordinary sense of style exalted in
details, OTTAVIA TV UNIT is presenting a magnificent and noble
stance with exclusive dark green colour of ENZA. It makes an
authentic and sophisticated remake on wooden surfaces with
golden rounded impressive design details.

OTTAVIA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper Wall Unit
2. OTTAVIA COFFEE TABLE
Exclusive dark green colour of
Enza, golden coloured metal
legs
3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton polyester yarn fabrics
that reflect the richness of real
hand-made patterns

b

b

a
1

2

3
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

NEW

Strong and
Deep Impact

1. OTTAVIA SOFA
Strong design,
original fabric combinations,
high comfort, round form
wooden leg design.

OTTAVIA LIVING ROOM in
which calm dark green colour
meets with feminine lines,
is shining out with its strong
and impressive style. While
enriching its design with
handmade quilted application,
special stitching details
and wooden walnut legs, it
brings the comfort together
with elegancy by means of
wide seating area. It also
emphasizes its own unique
style with special accessories
and fabric choices on the sofa
and armchair.

2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
1st class wood en
leg structure,
easy to clean glass surface,
functional sub shelf.
Soon in Enza Home
3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1

2

3
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

NEW

Sophisticated
Touches of the Nature
Combining the strong harmony of metal,
leather and wood with modern sense of design,
NAVONA DINING ROOM presents an impressive
style, which is inspired by nature itself.

24
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NEW

1. NAVONA SIDEBOARD
Combination of metal, leather and wood
materials and application of marble
appearance on top of the sideboard.
Soon in Enza Home

While creating chic details with the combination of dark walnut
colour and gold handle design, NAVONA DINING ROOM
is adding a sophisticated touch into its design with marble
patterns on its sideboard.

2. NAVONA TABLE
Combination of metal, leather and
wood materials, table and chair
alternatives in 2 different sizes.
Soon in Enza Home

3

3. WIRE GOLD PENDANT LAMP
Wire metal head, adjustable height.
Soon in Enza Home

1

2
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NEW
1. NAVONA TV UNIT
Combination of metal, leather and wood
materials, TV back panel made by different
materials components

Shining out with the combination of metal, leather and wooden materials
that are stepping forward with dark walnut coloured surfaces,
NAVONA TV UNIT creates natural, cozy and warm atmosphere in the
living spaces. The exclusively designed back panel of TV is shining out
as an impressive detail of the whole design.

2. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on the back and arms,
velvet and leather like fabric alternatives,
special metal based leg design of Enza
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa leather
Three seat sofa
2.5 seat sofa
Armchair

NAVONA MODULES
a.TV bench
Soon in Enza Home
b.Back panel
Soon in Enza Home

3. NAVONA COFFEE TABLE
1st class wooden leg structure,
dark oak colour that goes along with series
Soon in Enza Home
4. TRIPOD FLOOR LAMP
Black MDF Body
H: 130 cm
Soon in Enza Home

4

b

2

1

a

3
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

NEW

High Comfort in Details

1. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on
the back and arms, velvet
and leather like fabric
alternatives, special metal
based leg design of Enza
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa leather
Three seat sofa
2.5 seat sofa
Armchair

Presenting the aesthetic and highly comfortable design characteristics
of the contemporary living spaces with impressive material and colour
combinations, NAVONA LIVING ROOM is carrying a chic and shiny
style of decoration into the living spaces.

3
2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
1st class wooden
leg structureeasy to clean
glass surface, functional
sub shelf.
Soon in Enza Home
3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, modern
design H: 210 cm
1

2

30
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

NEW
1. NAVONA SDFA
Special stitch details on the back
and arms, velvet and leather like
fabric alternatives, special metal
based leg design of Enza
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa leather
Three seat sofa
2.5 seat sofa
Armchair

Shining out with velvet and leather like fabric alternatives
and striking colour applications, NAVONA LIVING ROOM is
creating sophisticated details with wooden-brass leg design
and exclusive stitches on the back and arms of the sofa.

3. TRIPOD FLOOR LAMP
Black MDF Body
H: 130 cm
Soon in Enza Home

3

1
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2. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.

2
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

Design Captured in the Zeitgeist
ELEGANTE DINING ROOM, in which the notion of luxury comes
together with the effective textures, redefines the sense of aesthetics
with creative touches. While the sideboard design reveals a sharp
minimal elegancy, marble or natural coating table alternatives create a
personalized atmosphere.

100% natural
oak-tree veneer
and solid lath
application in all
modules

2

1

Handles designed
special for Enza

1. ELEGANTE SIDEBOARD
100% natural oak coating,
special prutian blue surface
colour, golden coloured special
designed handles.
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror
34

2. ELEGANTE TABLE
Fixed wooden table
Fixed marble table
Elegante chair
Elegante chair with handle

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

3
35

ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

ELEGANTE TV UNIT brings the detailed modern style
together with the refined sense of aesthetics.
It comes to the fore with natural oak coating on MDF
that is applied by sand blasting technique.

c

1. ELEGANTE TV UNIT
Special prutian blue surface
colour,100% natural oak coating
and wooden frame application on
the doors, golden coloured special
designed handles.
a. TV bench
b. Upper unit left
c. Upper unit right
2. ELEGANTE COFFEE TABLE
Marble, wooden coffee and side
tables
Coffee table
Side table wooden
Side table marble

b

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting
the richness of genuine handmade
carpet designs

1

a

3
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2
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ENZA HOME BOOK / MODEST LUXURY

Refined Destination of Comfort
Making a creative remark on the modern notion of luxury,
ELEGANTE LIVING ROOM creates a strong impression with the
details, which are produced by handcraft work and two different
kinds of fabric alternatives. Being a chic representative of the notion
of the new decoration style in which artisanal touches make an
appearance as a rising value, Elegante brings the high comfort
together with the notion of refined design style.

Hand
workmanship
quilting

1

2

1. ELEGANTE SOFA
Quilted hand
workmanship, first class
wooden leg design,
luxurious fabric
Three seat sofa
Armchair
38

2. ELEGANTE SIDEBOARD
100% natural oak coating,
special prutian blue surface
colour, golden coloured special
designed handles.
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

3. ELEGANTE COFFEE TABLE
Coffee and Side Tables in
wooden or marble surfaces
Coffee table
Side table wooden
Side table marble

4. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

3

4
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Warm Destination
of the Comfort

1. CHELSEA SOFA
Hand made quilting,
first class wooden leg design,
luxurious velvet fabric
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair
2. MAESTRO COFFEE TABLE
Natural walnut coating, first class
wooden leg design

3

CHELSEA LIVING ROOM is stimulating the living
spaces with its exclusive leather look fabric that is
accompanied with earth shades. CHELSEA LIVING
ROOM is complementing its modern design with
luxurious fabric and hand made quilting detail.

3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP
Filiform metal cap, adjustable
height Ø: 25 cm
4. CLASSIC CARPET
100% viscose, fine form, anti-stress

2

4

1
For green vintage colour alternative of CHELSEA LIVING ROOM see p. 146
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FOCUS

UNLIMITED AESTHETICS

EVERYTHING IS
AS YOU WISH IN
ENZA HOME.
Bring the chair you like from the Enza Home collection
together with the fabric selection that you will make
within the wide range of fabric options to go beyond the
limits of the aesthetics.
42

Shining
Charm of
The House

When properly used, lighting designs with their ability to deliver us
the desired effect in the decoration, are indispensable for a room no
matter by what style it is decorated.
With the unlimited variety of forms and materials due to the changing
trends, the pendant and floor lamps that come to the forefront in the
new season, are ready to be the star of your decoration.

43
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How to find the
best lighting?
In a room, the decision of which floor lamp or pendant lamp should be used depends on physical
conditions of the room as well as decoration style. It is important to choose lighting designs
correctly according to both general decoration style and the needs of light in that space.
Here are some tips for choosing the right lighting that you need:
• You can use pendant lamp designs without any problem in large areas such as living rooms with standard or
above standard height ceiling. You can easily eliminate the need of light in a stylish way with the pendant lamp
that you choose based on the size of the room.
• Multi-pendant lamps that are being used especially over the dining tables are one of the most popular designs of
the new season. The most important point of this implementation is to be aware of designs that are used together
whether complementary to each other or not in terms of their colour, material and style.
44
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ELLIPSE COLLECTION
Copper colour forged caps,
different form and measurements
alternatives, adjustable height,
black wire

WIRE COLLECTION

13. BELL:
Ø: 26 cm, H: 150 cm
14. SUNFLOWER:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
15. DAISH:
dia: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

Lattice designed cap, adjustable
height, white or black colour
options in different sizes.
1. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
2. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
3. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
4. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
5. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
6. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
7. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
8. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

CONCRETE
COLLECTION

LINEAR COLLECTION

Heavy and strong appearance,
special concrete grey cap,
adjustable height

Copper metal caps, specially
designed surface, different
form and size options,
adjustable height, black wire

9. ASH:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
10. LEUCO:
H: 150 cm
11. GREH:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
12. PIER:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

16. VERTICAL:
Ø: 28 cm, H: 150 cm
17. TRAPEZOID:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
18. GLOBE:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
19. HORIZONTAL:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm

6

4

GLASS COLLECTION
Round shaped cap design
in combination of glass and
metal, double and triple
pendant lamp options in
different form and sizes.
20. TRIO:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
21. DUET:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

GEOMETRIC
COLLECTION
Metal cap design in
geometric form, black, grey
and copper colour options in
different forms
22. TERRA:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
23. LUNA:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
24. NERO:
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm

OTHER
25. CAPSUL:
Shiny copper cap
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
26. CAGE:
Shiny copper metal cap,
special surface design
Ø: 33 cm, H: 150 cm
27. STAGE:
Orange and green metal cap
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
28. CLAH:
Matte clay-coloured aluminium cap
Ø: 52 cm, H: 150 cm
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
29. OBLIQUE:
Shiny silver-coloured metal cap,
special surface design
Ø: 38 cm, H:150 cm
30. COLOURS:
Multi-coloured fabric caps,
adjustable height
31. BOLD:
Metal cap, black and white colour
options
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

45
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1. APERTURE:
Glass covered grey metal caps
H: 150 cm
2. SOLID:
Grey metal body and cap, copper
link units
Single Floor Lamp H: 170 cm
Triple Floor Lamp H: 170 cm
3. STAGE:
Orange or green metal cap option,
natural wood body
H: 187 cm
4. ANGLE:
Grey metal cap and adjustable
functional body
H: 185 cm
5. ELIPTIC:
Black or white colour option,
marble base design
H: 210 cm
6. CAPSUL:
Shiny copper metal cap,
body and base.
Single floor lamp H: 145 cm
Cinque floor lamp H: 160 cm

• If you have small squared living space due to physical conditions for instance, you can use dimmer switch that allows
you to control the intensity of light. Thereby, with a single lighting design you can create many different ambiances.
• Using different kind of lighting designs together, such as pendant and floor lamp, that meets the needs of light of
the different angles of the room, will be an effective solution.
• Sometimes single pendant may be insufficient to meet the lighting needs of a room. In such cases, you can use floor
lamps in different sizes at different point of the room alongside with the pendants. Thereby, not only you can expand
your lighting options, also you can add elegant details to your decoration.
• Using floor lamps in rooms with low ceiling instead of pendants will prevent the low and depressive appearance.
In addition, choosing a light design that is relaxing and eye friendly, will allow you to create a peaceful and calm
ambiance.

6
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9
11

1

10
2

7. POISE:
Functional black dual cap design,
chrome body H: 150 cm
8. OBLIQUE:
Shiny silver coloured metal caps,
special surface design H: 150 cm
9. CAGE:
Shiny copper metal caps, special
surface design H: 160 cm
10. CROME:
Black or white colour option, metal
cap, chrome body H: 160 cm
11. COLORS:
Multi-coloured fabric covered
cap, H: 150 cm
12. ORANGE:
Wooden cap, black base design
H: 150 cm

12

3

2
3

5
5
6
7
4
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See p. 270 for Lamp Collection
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2018 TEXTURE

Senses

Harmony of the

FILE

Plain Elegancy
Inspired by the philosophy of less is more, modern designs that emphasize
calmness and lightness in the decoration are challenging the exaggerated
decoration styles. Minimal and elegant designs that arouse a sincere spirit in
the decoration are making a strong impression with their plain elegancy in the
brand new season of Enza Home by allowing the natural reflections by using
calm colour palettes that spreads out the light freely.

Usage of the multi materials that are complementing each other
is continuing to create inspiring combinations in the new season.
Presenting a timeless aesthetic style with the textures that exalt the
colours, Enza Home creates the designs that appeal to the senses with
unique fabric alternatives supported by modern touches.
ASTORIA SERIES, in which colour and texture combinations present
themselves perfectly, fascinates with its rich velvet texture where
traditional houndstooth patterns manifest themselves as an authentic
detail.

48

ASTORIA LIVING ROOM p. 58

ASTORIA DINING ROOM p. 52
49

ENZA HOME BOOK / GUEST

ENZA HOME GUEST

DİCLE HÖKENEK

“Modern Lines, Pastel Colours’’
We have given our ‘’Astoria Dining Room’’ design to Ms. Dicle Hökenek, for her to
create a space for us. With combinations and drawing of the concept and accessories
suggestions, she designed a place where simplicity and balance are at the forefront.
While we were taking pictures of this special dining space, we have talked about her
inspirations and the brand new decoration trends of 2018.

What does it mean to design for you?
For me, design is a concept I have studied at every scale of life in
every field. We have a story and a designer of many products from
the streets we walked in the city to the furniture we use in our homes.
For this reason, a good design comes to the forefront in every area in
regard to the user experience and its contribution to the environment.
Designing for me is a journey of discovery in each area from an
architectural scale to a product design scale. I evaluate as many
parameters as possible in each new topic I deal with and I do a lot of
experiment. I think the important thing is that the designed space
or an object should be far away from the exaggerated details and it
should come into life with minimal and simple suggestions.
When you were designing this place, what inspired you?
The space explores an aesthetic balance connection between past and
future. It appeals to the wide range of people with various material
and different surface combination options. Designed as a modern
apartment building located on a high residence in Istanbul, this space
offers a consistent language with the brand’s rich heritage and space
conception by combining simplicity, elegance and functionality with
tradition. Dining areas are generally the background area in the living
spaces and the usage frequency varies from person to person. We
wanted to emphasize that this space is an important part of the living
space by associating it with a fireplace. The fireplace, which separated
the space into two different spaces, served as a transparent wall in
space with its geometry and material language. We set up a relaxing
after-meal rest area between the dining area and the fireplace and
balcony area. In this way, we can say that to design the different field
experiences without boundaries between each other made the place
more livable and enjoyable.
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How should we use the Astoria Dining Room within
decoration? And what are the essential components of it?
The modern lines and the pastel tones of the selected colours in the
Astoria Dining Room can fit in almost any space. Basically, I think
it would be more appropriate to use natural materials to contrast
furniture. I would recommend wooden wall surfaces, woven carpets,
flooring in light colour tones and lighting elements with brass details
in particular. With brilliant details and modern interpretation of
the accessories, it will be possible to transform simple and minimal
spaces into stylish and elegant spaces.
What are the outstanding trends of 2018?
There is a controlled balance between style and comfort, when this
balance is achieved, different approaches make the space accessible
for everyone. With this understanding, the approaches that will reflect
the spirit of the time they are in, but never become obsolete, should
come forward. When living spaces are being designed, it is important
that the colour, texture and furniture to match the user’s past, culture,
general enjoyment. We will continue to feel the pastel tones, minimal
designs and Scandinavian inspiration we have become accustomed
to see in 2017. Again simplicity, harmony and warmth all together
will come to the fore. It is essential to create a stylish and intimate
atmosphere when a balanced combination of soft wall colours and
natural materials is provided.
In the context of returning to the past, the use of rattan chairs and
lighting again will create modern and warm spaces in conjunction
with this Scandinavian influence. Specially designed floor and table
lamps, handmade ceramics and glass vases, sculptures, potted
flowers, especially skulents will continue to colourize the living
spaces.
Finally, in 2018, instead of using moving textures such as wallpaper
on the wall surfaces, graphic works of modern painters and oil
paintings on the soft wall colours will be at the foreground again.

Dicle Hökenek
ARCHITECT
DİCLE HÖKENEK ARCHITECTURE
Dicle Hökenek graduated from Istanbul Kültür
University, Department of Architecture in 2005
with a third grade degree. During her student
years she has won prizes in various national and
international project competitions.
She won the first prize of the 2005 Archiprix
Architectural Students National Competition
and then received the first prize as a team
leader at the Borusan MannesmannPROSteel Steel Construction Project Student
Competition. After graduating from IKU
Faculty of Architecture, she has worked with
Bünyamin Derman and Dilek Topuz Derman
in DBArchitects for a long time. During this
period, she worked as a designer and project
manager in various comprehensive projects
such as residential complex, educational
structure, sports center and competitions. In
her office which she has founded in order to
provide qualified architectural project and
design services, she has been designing interior
architecture and products besides architectural
project productions and working as a solution
partner with different disciplines. Since 2015,
she has been working as an invited scholar
studio executive in the architect studio of Kültür
University and interior architecture studio of
Kadir Has University.
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Dicle Hökenek
ARCHITECT

5

2

1

3

4

‘’In the this place which was imagined as to be located on a high residence floor, I have created a balanced and calm
atmosphere by using interior landscape elements and the modern fireplace proposal again with a natural material, the
calacatta white marble. In order to be compatible with the brass details of the Astoria series, we have repeatedly placed
the brass accessories at different points in the room with a balanced layout. We have worked with an understanding that
puts the place on the background as possible in order to outline the minimal lines and colours of the Astoria Dining Room.’’
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1. ASTORIA Dining Room 2. ASTORIA Dressoire 3. ASTORIA Side table 4. COVE Red Carpet 5. CLAY Pendant Lamp
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NEW

Complementing its mink lacquered surfaces with exclusively designed
shiny golden handles ASTORIA TV UNIT redefines the modern
decoration with its impressive style. Consist of two different modules
as one TV bench and the upper wall unit ASTORIA TV UNIT is
enriching its chic design with functional open and closed shelves.

1. ASTORIA TV UNIT
Mink grey lacquered 100% MDF
surface, linear pattern application on
the wall unit.
ASTORIA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper Wall Unit

b

2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF lacquered surface
special for Enza, golden metal legs

3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Houndstooth pattern application,
special fabric and colour options,
golden colour metal legs.
Soon in Enza Home.
4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.

1

3

a

Lacquered 100%
MDF surface
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2
Golden colour leg

4
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MEVCE & EREN ÇIRACI

“Contemporary Places in the Nature’’
We have given our ‘’Astoria Sitting Group’’ design to Mrs. Mevce Çıracı and Mr. Eren
Çıracı, for them to create a space for us. With combinations and drawing of the concept
and accessories suggestions, they designed a place where simplicity and balance are at
the forefront. While we were taking pictures of this special dining space, we have talked
about their inspirations and the brand new decoration trends of 2018.

Mevce Çıracı
DESIGNER
FIELDS ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

What does it mean to design for you?
We can say that for us design is to find an idea about a space or object. This idea may be related to material, technical
and usage as well as personal experiences and other things that inspire us.
When you were designing this place, what inspired you?
We have many projects in nature that we have designed, so we have works on the relations of nature and contemporary
spaces. In preparing the venue, we designed a space which can reflects the very characteristic of the Astoria Sitting
Group and in which the simplicity and minimalism are at the forefront by using natural materials in this context.
How should we use the Astoria Sitting Group within decoration? And what are the essential components
of it?
Creating combinations with different fabric options will help the furniture to stand out on their own, as well as
strengthen their relationships with the space. Especially simple metal coffee tables and lighting products will be good
choices for completing the Astoria Sitting Group in contemporary spaces. The strong colours of the Astoria Sitting Group
can be foregrounded with matte dark marble and raw wood textiles, which will be used in the room.
What are the outstanding trends of 2018?
We think that primitive forms and eclectic combinations that do not take themselves seriously will come to the fore.
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After graduating from Istanbul German High
School, studied industrial design at the
Central St. Martins School of Art and Design
in London, Mevce has worked in London for
designer Ross Lovegrove’s studio in product
development projects for various brands
including Vitra, Danese Milano, Artemide,
Yamagiwa and Kenzo in the period of 5 years.
In addition to the projects she conducts in
the name of FIELDS, she has been teaching
material and production courses at the
Industrial Design Department of Istanbul
Bilgi University.
Eren Çıracı
ARCHITECT
FIELDS ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
After completing his high school education
at Robert College and after studying
architecture at Istanbul Technical University
he got his master degree from Yale University.
Eren, who won the James Roger Gambles
and Cesar Pelli awards for his achievements
in architectural design during his graduate
studies, has worked on large-scale projects
in Europe, the Middle East and North Africa
at Zaha Hadid Architects in London. In
addition to the projects he conducts in the
name of FIELDS, he has been working in the
architectural design studio in the Department
of Architecture of Istanbul Bilgi University.
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Mevce&Eren Çıracı
DESIGNER / ARCHITECT

“’We wanted to design a space that reflects the relationship between
nature and contemporary space. We used the natural materials in a
simple way to reveal their own characters. We brought the bright colours
of the Astoria Sitting Group to the forefront with matte dark marble and
natural wood textures we use on the floor.”
5

1

2

4
1. ASTORIA Living Room 2. ASTORIA Coffee Table 3. SERRANO Terra Carpet 4. SERRANO Dark Grey Carpet 5. ELIPTIC Floor Lamp
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MURAT ARMAĞAN

‘’PEACEFUL AND ROMANTIC’’
We have given our ‘’Angel Dining Room’’ design to Mr. Murat Armağan for him to
create a space for us. With combinations and drawing of the concept and accessories
suggestions, he designed a place where simplicity and balance are at the forefront.
While we were taking pictures of this special dining space, we have talked about his
inspirations and the brand new decoration trends of 2018.
Murat Armağan

What does it mean to design for you?
Design is a search for life, for objects and being, reshaping… It is
these features that excite me in this profession, which is constantly
try to understand, reinterpret and develop solutions. Every new idea
and solution that I add into life is like a new meaning. Approaching
our living spaces with a design-oriented perspective and giving every
object a magical functionality open up ways to enhance our comfort.
Design projects that approach humanity and nature with empathy
have always been more successful. To listen at the phase of learning,
to watch it in use and to examine what is naturally made when
passing through that process is the phase of to understand why it is
done like the way it is.
When you were designing this place, what inspired you?
I wanted to see the awakening of nature and the freshness of the
morning in the general atmosphere of the place. I wanted to create
a living space that acts peacefully on the day where the relationship
between outer space and interior space does not break. I created
high glass gaps, through which we can easily reach to the nature and
at the same time which welcome the daylight completely in. I also
wanted to emphasize every furniture that makes up the Angel series
with the simple and contrasting geometric elements in the space.
With a peaceful and inviting approach, I imagined a space where
both the hosts and the guests can accumulate loving memories.
How should we use the Angel Dining Room within
decoration? And what are the essential components of it?
The Angel series has a lean geometry, as well as Retro lines and a
strong form language that links the past to the present. The dark
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gray wall colours can emphasize the strong design in the room. We
can strengthen the space with accessories that are supported by
popular materials like rose gold and copper. Brilliant white ceramic
objects can be used with group of brick-framed photos group walls
that reflects the experienced memories. The aged marble can be
supported by Hellenistic sculptures that do not compete with the
identity of the series. A balanced presentation can be created on
warm wood flooring alone or with dark coloured thick carpet textures
on light stone floor. Green plants with small leaves can warm up the
space with white-copper pots.

DESIGNER			
MURAT ARMAĞAN

What are the outstanding trends of 2018?

During this period, he gave seminars and
conferences in various institutions and
universities in topics such as Design Process,
Project Management, Innovative Technologies.
In 2006, he founded Arman Tasarım, a company
focused on Industrial Product Design and Project
Development services.

Our homes will be decorated to welcome us with a positive outlook
and create a peaceful mood. Personalized spaces with rich accessories
will be complemented with natural colours. The moldy green and
fennel colours with copper metarials will complement the anthracite
tissues that emphasizing today’s industry. Anthracite and blacks will
be used with softer and organic forms.
People are now wants to encounter more intimate and living objects
with small details that shaped with a little bit of story. These soulful
objects that fill the basic functions will be more in touch with users
with special materials, lightened cultural patterns and typographies.
I love materials such as brass-copper in remarkable accessories and
lightings that are used with minimal geometric furniture.
The easiest way to reflect a modern approach with a strong style is to
offer the ideal solution for quickly revitalizing places.

Murat Armağan was born in Istanbul in 1973.
After graduating from the Department of
Industrial Products Design of Mimar Sinan
University in 1996, He established his company
T-Design Aş. in order to develop innovative
projects together with Teknoloji Holding in 2003.
Besides his product development works, he
worked for 4 years as the manager of many
conceptual projects that foresee the future.

The company has been working on a number of
sectors, from electronic products to urban design
products, payment systems to defense industry
product design and project development.
Armağan, who has won prizes in prestigious
international design competitions such as
RedDot, if design, and good design, gave
conferences that exemplified and examined
the economic values created by the design and
innovation aspects of the projects which he
created. He worked as a lecturer at Mimar Sinan
University between 2013 and 14.
He is a member of the jury of the Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality design contests and
the design contests of the export associations
such as IMMIB, OIB, UIB.
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‘’I wanted to see the awakening of the nature and the freshness of the
morning in the living room. I designed a spacious environment that filled the
daylight in from every direction and added a romantic touch with dominant
pastel colours. I have enlivened the home environment which in relation
with nature and has high glass voids, where the internal and external space
relation does not break. I enriched this peaceful family atmosphere with
Angel Series furniture, which has a simple romanticism of Enza Home.’’

Murat Armağan
DESIGNER

3

4

1

2

1. ANGEL Dining Room 2. MABEL Carpet Grey 3. BASIC Series Pendant Lamp 4. CURVE Painting
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NEW

ANGEL TV UNIT
Silk opaque lacquer
application on 100% MDF,
fine lines,

Enriching its cozy Country Style with the elegant combination
of wood and glass, ANGEL TV UNIT is carrying the peaceful
and chic energy of the white colour into the living spaces. While
making a functional remark on its own design with the elegant
upper wall unit design with glass door detail, it reflects a minimal
elegancy with its smooth design without handles.

ANGEL MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper wall unit
c. Back panel
2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE
Silk opaque lacquer
application on 100% MDF,
golden colour leg design

c
b

3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Comfortable seating,
special fabric and colour
options
Soon in Enza Home
4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
Viscose texture 40%, modern
design and worn-out look, 3
different colour alternatives

3

a

1

2

4
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NEW

1. ANGEL SOFA
Aesthetic and feminine design,
pocket spring system provides
high comfort, special metal leg
design
Soon in Enza Home

Comfort of the Tranquility

Reflecting the impressive elegancy of the feminine style with
rounded and smooth corners and soft colour combinations,
ANGEL LIVING ROOM is giving life to the beautiful and peaceful
decoration style with its unique comfort and rich cushion
alternatives.

2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE
Silk opaque lacquer application
on 100% MDF, golden colour
leg design
3. MOON CARPET
80% viscose, 3D patterns with
high-low weaving technique

1

2
High comfort with
pocket spring system

Golden coloured leg
design special for Enza

3
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NEW
1. ANGEL SOFA
Aesthetic and feminine
design, pocket spring system
provides high comfort,
special metal leg design.
Soon in Enza Home
2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE
Silk opaque lacquer
application on 100% MDF,
golden colour leg design

1

2
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For more alternatives such as wooden
table, extendable table and metal legged
chairs visit www.enzahome.com

2

1

No Fault with White
Wrapped in all white, the unchanging savior colour of
the decoration, CRYSTAL DINING ROOM is bringing
the minimal design concept of the 70’s together with
the unique stabilizing effect of the colour white.
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1. CRYSTAL SIDEBOARD
Easy to clean, scratch
resistant acrylic surface and
black glass upper table
Sideboard mirror

2. CRYSTAL DINING TABLE
Glass surface table
Panel surface table alternatives
Wooden leg chair
Metal leg chair alternatives
71

1. CRYSTAL TV UNIT WITH MODULE
COMBINATIONS
Acrylic glass surface
2 door lower TV unit (2 pieces)
2 door upper TV unit
Wall unit (120 cm)

ENZA HOME BOOK / PLAIN ELEGANCY

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Coffee Table
Side Table
(Coffee table detailled information
on page 167)

A Thousand Faces of the Crystal

Lower TV unit with
2 cabinet doors

If you have a small squared living space, you can use the
Lower TV Bench Module of the CRYSTAL TV UNIT only.

TV Bench

1
You can form the TV Unit that fits rooms of different
sizes perfectly with CRYSTAL TV UNIT by choosing
the modules that you need only.

Midi TV
Unit

CRYSTAL TV UNIT takes the suitable form whenever
you want.

CRYSTAL TV UNIT
in which the multi-functional
characteristic of the white
comes into existence,
always plays the leading role of
the decoration with
its functionality
72

2

Maxi TV
Unit

What you can do with it is unlimited as your creativity is.
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1. CRYSTAL PLUS SOFA
Wooden leg design with 2 different
colour options, soft luxurious fabric
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair
2. CRYSTAL PLUS COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered leg design, wooden top
3. BOLERO SIDE TABLE
Walnut surface, wooden leg design

1
3

2

Grande Spaces with
Generous Textures
CRYSTAL PLUS LIVING ROOM, which enlarges the living spaces
with its modern design, is bringing the richness of forms, colours and
materials into your home with its soft fabric surface, different colour
and leg design options.
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1. GRAVITY SOFA
4 seat sofa alternative,
wide seating, high comfort
Four seat sofa
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee table
Side table
3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Marble legged, white and black
colour alternatives
H: 210 cm

4. PALACE CARPET GREY
100% cotton coating, thin
form
5. VERA CARPET RED
Traditional motif, thin
cotton form

Brand New Definition
Of Comfort
GRAVITY LIVING ROOM, which aims to level up the comfort
that we seek in our homes to its maximum degree, redefines the
comfort with its 4 seat sofa alternative. While supporting its soft
and thick texture visually with various kinds of decorative pillows,
Gravity Living Room emphasizes the design details with high metal
leg designs in 4 different colours.

3

1

2

4
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NEW

FOCUS
CARPETS

Feeling
the Ground…
The elements, which affect the general
ambiance of the decoration,
are the walls and the ground of a room
undoubtedly. Thereby, buying a carpet or
changing the old one with a brand new one is
the most effective and practical way for those
who want a fundamental change in their
living spaces. Entering the new season with
20 carpet designs in 16 different series, Enza
Home is inviting you into a changeover on the

SOHO MOROCCO SERIES
Presenting high quality of design with 890.500 strokes per square meter, Soho Morocco Series makes an authentic remark on modernism with its traditional patterns. Soho Morocco
Series in which silky viscose texture meets with 5 different colour options, is shining out with an elegant aesthetic style.

axis of new trends, where you can feel the
ground literally.

NEW

NEW

For colour and size information of the Carpet
Collection, please visit www.enzahome.com

SOHO PATCHWORK SERIES
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Combining its dynamic colours with patchwork patterns, which can go along with various
kids of style, Soho Patchwork Series is shining out with its energetic style. Having a silky
outlook Soho Patchwork carpets are complementing living spaces with a modern touch
in 3 different colour options as red, green and orange.

SERRANO SERIES
Combining the brightness of the natural viscose and acrylic together with aging patterns,
Serrano Series is attracting attention with its modern style. Presenting the high quality of
comfort with the height of 5mm piles Serrano carpet collection is creating an extraordinary
effect in the living spaces with beige, terra and dark grey colour alternatives.
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Select Series
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AZUR Carpet

SELECT SERIES

Designed with a viscose weaving technique
that provides a noticeable visual aspect as well
as a soft surface feeling, The Select Carpet
Collection is representing a stylish and minimal
design concept. Offering maximum comfort
with their healthy and durable structure, Select
Carpets bring a new generation of aesthetics to
decoration by combining the superior quality with
elegant design details.

Adorning its velvety viscose texture with 3D patterns, Azur Carpet attracts attention with
shiny colours and unique design style. Providing usage advantages with anti-static,
long-lasting and fine texture, Azur Carpet brings creative sense of design together with
high quality.

MOON Carpet
Presenting high quality of design with 1.000.000 strokes per square meter, Moon
Carpet attracts attention with its unique 3D patterns. Coming forefront with its anti-moth,
wipeable and velvety viscose texture, Moon Carpet shines out with its unique aesthetics.

RODA Carpet

OCEAN Carpet
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Combining its viscose brightness with outstanding colour combinations, Ocean Carpet
attracts attention with its silky texture. Coming to the forefront as a healthy option with its
anti-stress and anti-moth structure, Ocean Carpet creates an elegant effect in the living
spaces by its creative appearance.

Woven by the fiber yarn, which acquired by beech tree, Roda Carpet combines viscose
brightness with its original patterns. Coming to the forefront with its soft silky and antistress texture, Roda Carpet makes a strong impression with its high quality design and
81
unique quality.

Noble Textures…
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Shining out with its soft, sound and thermal insulating 100% wool texture which
is resistant to fire and stain, PERLA Carpet Collection glamourizes the living
spaces with its eucotex certificated, unique quality and high comfort.

1

Brand new classics…
VERA Carpet Collection redefines the classical
sense of carpet designing with its traditional
ornaments. Presenting a modern sense of design
with its fine cotton texture, Vera Carpet Collection
brings a modern elegancy into the living spaces
with its blue and red colour options.

1
2

Geometrical Effect…
Bringing the dynamic zigzag patterns together with
four different colour alternatives, PUNE Carpet
Collection creates an energetic effect. Preventing the
dusting and deformation of carpet piles with its 100%
polypropylene texture, Pune Carpet Collection shines
out among its peers.

Sophisticated Elegancy…
Being one of the best examples of the contemporary designs in the new season which is
captured by natural materials with its 100% wool texture quality and minimal style, NOVA
Carpet Collection creates a sophisticated elegancy in the living spaces.
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1. PERLA Carpet 2. NOVA Carpet
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Butik Series
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Silken Series

Woven by 1.000.000 strokes per square meters, high quality Butik Carpet Collection
presents all the good qualities that a carpet can have with its wipeable, fine texture and
bright HD colours.

Produced by cotton printing technique, Silken Carpet Collection shed light on the decoration
from the depths of the history with its silky texture.

Palace Series

Cove Series

Palace Series in which traditional ornaments meet with 100% natural viscose,
reflects the classical style to the living spaces by its vintage appearance.

Hand woven natural wool Cove Series reflects a natural spirit on the carpets by
modernising the traditional textures.

Retro Touches To The Modernism…
Woven by cotton and polyester yarns, Mabel Carpet
Collection reflects the elegancy of the modern design
with its calm and chic style. It brings the classic
aesthetics of the past into the living spaces with its
worn out appearance and fine texture, which provides
six different colour alternatives.

MABEL Carpet Green
84

Carpet measurements on p. 340
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FILE

Back to
the

Future

Retro designs, in which naturality of
the wood is redefined by the historical
references, create a timeless style on
the track of the sense of experienced
past moments. Carrying the charming
and authentic style of the past into
the future with modernist touches,
Enza Home brings a brand new
understanding into the elegancy of the
past with the details that are simplified
by minimal and edgy touches of the
contemporary sense of design.
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NEW
1. MARENGO SIDEBOARD
Natural wicker look surface, antique
bronze colour handles, wooden leg
design with storage space
Sideboard
MDF profile framed and fume
coloured
Sideboard Mirror

Modern Touches of
Traditional Style

2. MARENGO TABLE
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Marengo chair
Marengo promo chair

Showing the warm and calm effect of the nature in its every detail,
MARENGO DINING ROOM is combining the modern design style with
its traditional lines. Shining out with the natural wicker surface that
adds an elegancy into its style and antique bronze handles and golden
colour details, MARENGO DINING ROOM is bringing the modern design
together with a sense of aesthetic.

3. MABEL CARPET RED
Cotton polyester yarn fabrics that
reflect the richness of real handmade patterns
4. TRIO PENDANT LAMP
Triple black metal and bronze
coloured glass cap
H:150 cm

4

1

2

3
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NEW
1. MARENGO TV UNIT
a. TV bench (Large)
b. Large upper wall unit
TV bench (Small)
2. MARENGO SOFA
Rich fabric and cushion applications,
exclusive quilted stitches, belt detail
that completes the design
Three Seat Sofabed
Three Seat Sofa
Two Seat Sofa
Armchair

MARENGO TV UNIT, in which classic lines crosses with modern sense of
design, is bringing the natural and flashy details into the living spaces with
its authentic style. The wicker surface applications, gold colour touches,
exclusive metal handles and 2 different TV bench alternatives is showing the
chic and refined effect of the series.

b

3. MARENGO COFFEE TABLE
Dark oak colour, golden metal
decorative application on upper
side of the legs
Coffee table
Side table

5

2

4. SERRANO CARPET BEIGE
40% viscose weaving, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.
5. POISE FLOOR LAMP
Adjustable arm, black coloured
metal head, chrome body
H.150 cm

1

a

3

4
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1. MARENGO SOFA
Rich fabric and cushion
applications, exclusive quilted
stitches, belt detail that completes
the design
Three Seat Sofabed
Three Seat Sofa
Two Seat Sofa
Armchair

NEW

Calm and Deep Effect
Reflecting the impressive and classic design style of the past, MARENGO LIVING
ROOM is grabbing attention with the colour combinations and esthetic design touches
that add a sense of deepness into the decoration. While combining its design with rich
fabric and cushion applications, it is creating a timeless and impressive atmosphere
with the exclusive quilted stitches and belt details.

4

2. ORFE COFFEE TABLE
100%MDF natural walnut coating
and lacquered surface
Soon in Enza Home
3. SERRANO CARPET DARK GREY
40% viscose weaving, modern
design and worn out look, 3
different colour alternatives.
4. WIRE PENDANT LAMP GOLD
Wire golden colour metal cap,
adjustable height
Soon in Enza Home!

1

2

3
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Authentic Beauty of the Nature
DOLCE DINING ROOM, in which concept of minimal design meets with
effective details, is making a new remark on modern decoration with
shiny touches. Enriching its geometrical design lines with exclusively
designed minimal handles, DOLCE DINING ROOM is presenting an
aesthetic sense of design with marble pattern details and walnut colour
combination on the sideboard doors.

1. DOLCE SIDEBOARD
Walnut colour and marble
pattern combination,
wooden patterned MDF profile
application, minimal handles
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

6

NEW

4

2. DOLCE TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table
Dolce chair

5

3. OCEAN CARPET
100% viscose, silky look
4. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap,
modern geometrical lines
Ø: 35, H: 150 cm
5. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper colour metal cap,
modern geometrical lines
Ø: 35, H: 150 cm
6. NERO PENDANT LAMP
Black colour metal cap,
modern geometrical lines
Ø: 36, H: 150 cm

1

2

3
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1. DOLCE TV UNIT
Walnut colour and marble
pattern combination, wooden
patterned MDF profile
application

Enriching its retro-modern style with marble pattern combinations,
DOLCE TV UNIT is bringing an authentic and sophisticated design
style into the living spaces. The exclusive MDF profile application
and special drawer slides are bringing the chic design details
together with the functionality.

b

NEW

DOLCE MODULES
a.TV bench (large)
b.TV module with lids (wooden
patterned)
c.TV module with lids (marble
patterned)
Midi TV Unit
TV bench (small)

c

2. VALENTE COFFEE TABLE
Walnur coating on MDF,
metal geometric leg
Coffee table
Side table
3. OCEAN CARPET
100% viscose, silky look

1
a

2
3
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Minimal Dynamism

1. DOLCE SITTING GROUP
Contemporary design, high seating
comfort, rich decorative pillow
application, solid wood legs
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

Revealing its own characteristic with armchair that enriching
the design dynamically and with rich decorative pillow alternatives,
DOLCE SITTING GROUP combining the living spaces together
with an elegant sense of aesthetic.

2. NORDIC COFFEE TABLE
Exclusively adorned MDF surface,
three different colour alternatives
Coffee table
Side table
3. STAGE PENDANT LAMP GREEN
Orange or green metal cap option,
adjustable height
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

4

4. STAGE FLOOR LAMP GREEN
Orange or green metal cap
alternatives, Metal coloured cap,
natural wood body
Ø: 35 cm, H:187 cm
5. PERLA CARPET GREY
100% wool texture resistant to fire
and stain

1
3

2

5
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FUNCTIONAL TOUCH TO THE AESTHETICS

ENZA HOME BOOK / RETRO-NOSTALGIC
1. PRAGA SIDEBOARD
Natural marble pattern usage,
Sideboard
Rectangle shaped fume mirrors
Sideboard mirror

Presenting a noble style with elegant marble surface
patterns, Praga Dining Table brings aesthetics together
with functionality by means of its extending and fixed
table alternatives.

2. PRAGA TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table
Praga chair

3

An Elegant Remark
on the Past

3. LEUCO PENDANT LAMP
Exclusive grey concrete multi-cap,
adjustable height H:150 cm
4. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

Enriching its retro style with elegant details,
PRAGA DINING ROOM combines the modern sense
of design with distinctive lines. It brings its impressive
visuality together with functionality by means of
marble surfaces, fixed and extendable table alternatives.

CHIC DESTINATION OF COMFORT

Combining its soft texture
with retro style, Praga chair
designs are bringing quality and
ergonomics together.
Choose your colour from the
rich scale of fabrics of Enza
Home, which contains more
than 100 different colours, and
create your own unique chair
design.

1

2018 TREND TIPS

2

1

2

3

4

Strength of concrete!

Strong and impressive concrete lightning designs
are ideal for a unique and sophisticated living
spaces.

4

1. Leuco H: 150 cm, 2. Ash Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm,
3. Pier Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm, 4. Grey Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm,

Triple the Light

You can lift effectiveness of the light with using the
designs, which are dominated by white.
100
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1. PRAGA TV UNIT
a. TV bench
b. Wall unit
2. PRAGA COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table
3. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Hand woven wool, unique
bender technique

b

PRAGA TV UNIT, in which high comfort
meets with notion of luxury, completes
the calm stone colour with antique brown
profiles. The exclusively marble usage adds
natural and chic touch into the place.

1

a

2

3
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1. PRAGA SOFA
Support cushion increasing back
comfort, luxurious fabric
Four Seat Sofa
Three Seat Sofa
Two Seat Sofa
Armchair
2. PRAGA COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table
3. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Natural wool woven, modern
design by unique bender
technique

Timeless Retro Spirit

Combining notion of luxury with high sense of comfort,
PRAGA LIVING ROOM creates effective living spaces where
comfort and rich visual details come together. Supporting its
luxurious fabric with harmonious brass leg designs,
PRAGA LIVING ROOM appeals to the eye with special
stitching details on the arms and backside of its sofa.

4. RODA CARPET
Woven by the fiber yarn, which
acquired by beech tree
5. SOLID TRIPLE FLOOR LAMP
Matt grey metal cap, body and
base, copper coloured details
H:170 cm

5
1

2

4

3
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Distinctive Details
VERONICA DINING ROOM, which completes the dining table that has
exclusive design due to its unique surface texture, also has a showcase
design which brings functional elegancy into the home. Besides its
modules with braking drawer slide and hinge systems, redefines the
decorative effects of the past with modern sense of design.

3

1

2

1. VERONICA SIDEBOARD
Special designed silver
coloured handles
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

4
106

2. VERONICA TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table
Veronica chair
Patterned chair
Promo chair

3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black and white
colour options, adjustable height
Ø: 25 cm, Ø: 30 cm, Ø: 45 cm
4. MABEL CARPET GREY
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs
OTHER MODULES
Highboard
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1. VERONICA TV UNIT
a. TV bench large
b. Wall unit with door left-right
TV bench small

b

Romantic spirit of the 50’s has come to life in
design of VERONICA TV UNIT. Combining
modern sense of design with the details of
Country Style, VERONICA TV UNIT calls you to
experience a beauty that goes beyond the time.
It provides a decorative freedom to your home
with its characteristic silver colour handles, two
different coffee table alternatives and modules
that can be used independently.

2. VERONICA COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table
Side table

b

3. MABEL CARPET GREY
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1

a

2

3
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Grace Lying Underneath the
Noble Stand

1. VERONICA SOFA
Supreme comfort, wooden leg, print
patterned cushion details
Three seat sofa
Three seat sofabed
Armchair

Reflecting the best details of Country Style with its decorative
pillows, soft colour fabric and quilted design,
VERONICA LIVING ROOM combines technical innovations
that comes with its modern design and cozy feeling of the
nostalgia with its three seat sofabed alternative that
can be fold into a bed easily.

2. VERONICA COFFEE TABLE
Special designed silver coloured
handles, storage unit with drawers
Coffee table
Side table
3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black and white
colour options, adjustable height
Ø: 25 cm, Ø: 30 cm, Ø: 45 cm
4. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting
the richness of genuine handmade
carpet designs

3

1

2

4
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The Perfect Delicacy
1. LINA SIDEBOARD
High leg design, golden
handles
Sideboard mirror
2. LINA DINING TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table alternatives
Lina chair

Reflecting modern design conception with its colour combination
of natural walnut and beige, LINA DINING ROOM is creating
a perfect and delicate ambiance with its irregular sideboard
surface design and special golden handles, which affect
the whole design dynamically.

3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP
Metal lattice design cap, white
and black colour options in
different forms and sizes
dia: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
4. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Natural wool woven, modern
design by unique bender
technique

3

1

2

4
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1. LINA TV UNIT
4 different module options, which can
be used separately,
LINA MODULES
a. Large TV bench
b. Wall unit with cabinet doors
Small TV bench
Wall unit with shelf
b

2. LINA COFFEE TABLE
Multi functional upper and lower parts,
leg design that suits whole design
perfectly
3. LINA ARMCHAIR
2 different leg colour options, luxurious
fabric which can be cleaned

1
3

a

2

The irregular geometric surface design of LINA TV UNIT is becoming
prominent as an elegant detail. Together with the module options, which
include two different sizes of TV units and wall units that can be used
separately, LINA TV UNIT stands out with its functionality.
114
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1. LINA SOFA
2 different colour wooden leg designs,
high comfort
Three seat sofabed alternatives
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

Retro-Modern Touches
LINA LIVING ROOM, which brings together its modern
style with retro touches and coziness, transforms itself
dynamically with variety of cushion designs that has
different sizes and patterns. And a three seat version,
which can be easily converted into a bed, is stepping
forward with its advantage of multi functionality.

2. LINA COFFEE TABLE
Multifunctional upper and lower parts,
leg design that suits whole design perfectly
Coffee table
Nesting table
3. LINA OTTOMAN
Decorative buttons, multifunctionality
4. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOIS
Natural wool hand woven, unique bender
technique
5. POISE FLOOR LAMP
Adjustable body, black metal cap design,
chrome body, H: 150 cm,

5

Three Seat
Sofabed
alternative

1

6

6. CROME LAMP WHITE
White or black colour option, metal cap
design, chrome body, H: 67 cm

2

4
3
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Geo
metry

of Elegancy

118

The lean dynamism of geometric patterns continues to be
indispensable pieces of modern decoration on the new season.
Geometric patterns reveal a sophisticated style that draws attention
from the main parts of decoration to design details such as
accessories and lighting. Modules create a unique and modern
atmosphere by displaying the sharp elegance of geometric forms in
all its glory with its elegant and effective touches
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1. ALESSA SIDEBOARD
Unique leather handle design,
natural wood look
2. ALESSA TABLE
Extendable Table
Fixed Table
Alessa Chair

Artisanal Touch of Design
Combining the minimal naturality of its oak layout with rich details,
ALESSA DINING ROOM attracts attention with artisanal style in
which design comes together with handcraft. It brings functionality
together with handcraft by means of exclusively designed chairs,
fixed and extending table alternatives and elegant highboard that
enlarges the storage sections.

3. NERO PENDANT LAMP
Black metal cap, contemporary
geometric lines
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm,
4. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm,
4

5. MOON CARPET
80% viscose, 3D patterns with
high low weaving technology

3

OTHER MODULES
Highboard, Bookshelf

1

Extendable table
alternative at
enzahome.com
2

5
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Handcrafted
geometric wooden
sequence
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1. ALESSA TV UNIT
Partitions with door and glas, leather
handle design special to series
a. TV bench,
b. Wall unit (Square)
c. Wall unit (Rectangle)

ALESSA TV UNIT, in which unique touches of handcraft conjunct with
modern sense of design, carries the naturally warm touches of wood
into the living spaces. Push to open cabinets, exclusively designed
leather handle designs and specially designed solid wood legs present
the chic and refined effect of the series.

2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Special design engravings
Coffee table
Side table
Side table with mirror

c

3. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

b

4. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
5. NOVA CARPET GREY
100% wool knotted,
minimal design

3

4
1

6. POMPOM CARPET
ORANGE / BROWN
Wool hand knotted, unique bender
technique

a

2

6
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1. ALESSA SOFA
Button detailled quilting on the
back and arms, high wooden legs,
Three seat sofa
Armchair
2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Special design engravings
Coffee table
Side table
Side table with mirror
more coffee table on p. 160

Timeless Details
Carrying the design style of the past, ALESSA LIVING ROOM
draws attention with rich design touches and deep colour
applications. While completing its own design with decorative
pillows, ALESSA LIVING ROOM creates timeless details with its
exclusively formed stitching.

3. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

4

4. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines.
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
3

5. NOVA CARPET GREY
100% wool knotted, minimal design
6. PATNA CARPET
Polyester, modern thin machine carpet

1

2

6
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1. VALENTE SIDEBOARD
Natural wood surface
appearance, special designed
and coloured handle, bronze
mirror in geometric form
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
2. VALENTE TABLE
Extendable table
Dininig table
Valente chair

3

3. TRIO PENDANT LAMP
Black metal and copper
coloured triple glass cap
H:150 cm

4

4. DUET PENDANT LAMP
Black metal and copper
coloured double glass cap
H:150 cm
5. NOVA CARPET
ANTHRACITE - GREY
100% wool knitted, minimal
design

1

2

5

Impressing Lines
Completing its modern design that shines out by geometrical
touches with rose coloured, VALENTE DINING ROOM is
enriching its aesthetics with decorative mirrors.
6
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1. VALENTE TV UNIT
TV unit alternatives in 2 different sizes,
wall unit option with open shelf or door.
a. TV bench large
b. Side wall unit
c. Wall unit with door
d. Wall unit with door and shelf
TV bench small

2. VALENTE COFFEE
TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF,
metal geometric leg
Coffee table
Side table

3. RODA CARPET
100% viscose, soft touch
and natural shine
More carpet alternatives
at www.enzahome.com

With its staid and minimal style, VALENTE TV UNIT redefines
modernism while emphasizing the power of design with its natural
wood surface and coffee table options in two different sizes.

d

c

1

b

2
a
3
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1. VALENTE SOFA
Modern design, bed function,
rich cushion applications
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

2. VALENTE COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF,
metal geometrical leg
Coffee table
Side table

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK 4. PATNA CARPET
Polyester, modern fine
Cap and body in two different
colour alternatives, marble base machine-woven carpet
H.210 cm

Voyage of Geometric Lines
For all the time travelers out there, stop your clocks and be ready to set
out on a journey in the magic world of geometry. VALENTE LIVING ROOM
makes a difference with its ability to turn into a bed beside its armchair that
is matched with a great variety of decorative pillows and the design details
reflects modern sense of style.

3

1

2

4
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1. LUCE SIDEBOARD
Special designed gold
coloured handles
Sideboard mirror

3. CAPSUL PENDANT LAMP
Shining copper coloured head
ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm

2. LUCE DINING TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table alternative
Luce chair

4. POMPOM 		
CARPET TURQUISE
Hand woven wool, unique
bender technique
OTHER MODULES
Dressoire

Refined Destination
of Design

The spectacular design details are no doubt one
of the unique characteristics of modern time
furniture. And exclusively designed geometric
gold coloured handles of the LUCE DINING
ROOM are one of the stylish examples, which
express the core of these modern designs.

While presenting sharp elegancy of geometric
forms, LUCE DINING ROOM completes its
impressive visuality with exclusive golden
handles and decorative mirrors. Luce Dining
Room, which enriches simple naturality of
the wood by elegant and functional details, is
presenting a refined design experience.

3

2

Fixed and
extendable dining
table alternatives

1

4

132

While animating the
LUCE DINING ROOM
with their tartan
coating, LUCE Chairs
become the most
dynamic part of
the whole design
along with the
characteristic handle
designs.

The attractive LUCE
DRESSOIRE, which
has minimal and stylish
design, enriches
the decoration by being
used as an elegant
as well as functional
complementary item.
133
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The warmness of the wood material is coming together with the modern and
functional design details in LUCE TV UNIT. While fitting the spaces in many
different sizes with its two different size alternatives, LUCE TV UNIT presents
the functional characteristic of the Luce Series with two different cabinet
alternatives, which are either covered or wooden shelved.

1. LUCE TV UNIT
TV bench large
Wall unit with door (2 pieces)
2. LUCE COFFEE TABLE
Luce coffee table
Luce side table

2

3. CAPSUL PENDANT LAMP
Shining copper coloured head
ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
4. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Hand woven wool, unique
bender technique

b

b

1

a

3
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Mirror Mirror
On The Wall
ACTUAL

Magical
Mirrors
Being one of the most important
elements of the decoration that
can change the living spaces
immediately, mirrors come to
the fore in the decoration as
an elegant and effective piece
with different forms and designs
beside the feature of giving depth
into the places.

136

Adding new dimensions to the
decoration by supporting the
light in the room, sideboard
mirrors turn into an irreplaceable
complementary for various kinds
of decoration style from modern
to retro with their small but
powerful effect.

137

FILE

Natural Textures
The strong effect of the natural wood that gives the
feeling of belonging, is continuing to take a hold
of decoration within the back to the nature trend.
The natural wooden designs that can be used with
various decoration styles, is attracting attention
with their functional advantages and elegant
design details. This strong trend in which coziness
of the wood comes togehter with the refined sense
of design, transforms the decoration into a human
experience beyond functionaltiy.

138
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Warm Forms of the Nature

1. ARIA SIDEBOARD
100% Natural walnut veneered
surface, circular design lines
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

Bringing the touches of the past together with contemporary
aesthetics approach with its charming walnut coating and
exclusively designed handles, ARIA DINING ROOM creates warm,
elegant and living decorations. Reflecting a minimal elegancy, fume
sideboard mirror draws attention with the sophisticated touches.

2. ARIA TABLE
Fixed table
Aria chair
3. CAPSUL PENDANT LAMP
Shiny copper metal cap,
body and base.
Ø: 15 cm, H: 55 cm
3

4. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

For oval mirror
alternative
enzahome.com

OTHER MODULES
Highboard
Bookshelf

2

1

4
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Exclusive handle designs of ARIA TV UNIT,
in which modern design meets with cozy texture of wood,
are an elegant reflection of a style inspired by nature.

1. ARIA TV UNIT
Natural walnut veneered surface,
multimedia section, back panel with shelf
a. TV bench
b. Back panel with shelf

b

2. ARIA COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coated surface
Coffee table
Side table
3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting
the richness of genuine
handmade carpet
designs

1

2

a

3
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Deep Green Effect

1. ARIA SOFA
High comfort, luxurious fabric,
armchair alternatives with
quilted and wooden papel
applications, wooden legs with
brass details
Three seat sofa
Quilted armchair
Wooden papel armchair

ARIA LIVING ROOM in which impressive retro design comes together with
minimal elegancy, perfectly combines the green colour, which adds a rich
touch into living spaces, with geometrical lines that creates a deep effect. It
creates natural spaces that give a sense of calmness with minimal design, that
take comfort to forefront, and wooden leg details.

2. ARIA COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coated surface,
Coffee table
Side table
3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1

2

3
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1. CHELSEA SOFA
Hand made quilting, high seating
comfort, first class wooden leg
design
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

ENZA HOME BOOK / NATURAL TEXTURES

Unique and Modern
CHELSEA LIVING ROOM, in which velvet, vintage and leather surface
fabric alternatives meet with the colour of green, comes to the fore with
exclusive quilted details and wooden leg designs. It creates unique and
chic details with rich decorative pillow alternatives.

2. STAGE FLOOR LAMP GREEN
Orange or green metal cap option,
natural wood body
Ø:35 cm, H:187 cm
3. COVE CARPET GREEN
Hand woven, unique bender
technique

2

1

3
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1. ORLANDO SIDEBOARD
Special designed wooden formed
handles
Sideboard mirror
2. ORLANDO DINING TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table
Orlando chair

3

3. ASH PENDANT LAMP
Heavy and strong looking
concrete cap, wooden decorated
Ø: 40 cm,
4. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Hand woven wool,
unique bender technique

1

Fixed and
extendable table
options

2

Minimal Reflections of the Nature
ORLANDO DINING ROOM, which enriches its minimal design with
the help of the forms that are inspired by the nature, becomes more
unique with its exclusively designed handles. The mirror design,
which has a form of a clear puddle of water, takes its unique place
in the general natural style of the ORLANDO SERIES.
148

4
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1. ORLANDO TV UNIT
a. TV bench large
b. Wall unit with door
TV bench small
Back panel
2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee table
Side table

b

3. POMPOM CARPET ORANGE
Hand woven wool, unique bender
technique

a

1

2

3

Drawing all attention to itself with its refined design style,
ORLANDO TV UNIT presents stylish and functional
decoration alternatives in the form of two different
TV tables in two different sizes while emphasizing
the strong effects of the raw and natural materials of
its concrete looking handle designs.
150
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1. ORLANDO SOFA
High comfort, wooden legs,
rich throw pillow options
Three seat sofa
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

Contemporary Style
of the Comfort

2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee table
Side table

ORLANDO LIVING ROOM adds a special nuance to its
contemporary design with knitted patterns of the arm
detail and cushions. ORLANDO LIVING ROOM brings
functionality together with its stylish and comfortable
design by its sofa and sofabed alternatives.

3

3. ASH PENDANT LAMP
Heavy and strong looking
concrete cap, wooden decorated
Ø: 40 cm
4. POMPOM CARPET ORANGE
Hand woven wool, modern
design with unique bender
technique

1

2

4
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1

2

100%
LACQUERED
MDF

Above the Line Aesthetic
In the new season, where modernism is focusing on
natural materials and comfort, RAIN DINING ROOM,
produced from 100% MDF, is shining out with its natural
walnut coating. In despite of regular dining tables, exclusive
leg design of Rain Dining Table is giving its characteristic to
this unique dining table as an aesthetic element.

154

3
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d

Exclusive bronze strips and
handles add an elegant
dynamism to the natural
characteristic of wood.

2
c

1

1. RAIN TV UNIT
a. TV bench large
b. TV bench small
c. Wall module
d. Wall cabinet
2. POISE FLOOR LAMP
Adjustable arm, black metal
cap, chrome body
H: 150 cm
(Lighting designs p.46)

156

b

a

100%
LACQUERED
MDF
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1. RAIN SOFA
Luxurious quilted fabric,
High comfort by 36 DNS Foam
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair
2. REGINA COFFEE TABLE
Solid leg design, lacquered
surface alternatives in
3 different colours
Coffee Table

Luxurious Touch on
Modernism

3. CLASSIC CARPET
100% viscose, firm form,
anti-stress

Shining out with its exclusive stitching, soft velvet fabric and
cushion alternatives, RAIN LIVING ROOM is touching the
modern design concept in a luxurious way. RAIN LIVING
ROOM, which enriches its aesthetic features, is the ideal for
users who want to create a modern effect that is shaped by
concept of luxury.

4. WIRE PENDANT LAMP
BLACK
Filiform metal cap, Adjustable
height Ø. 30 cm, H: 150 cm

1

2

3
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FOCUS

The Golden Age

Coffee Table
of the

Coffee tables are indispensable element of the
decoration due to their central location as well as
their functionality that makes daily life easier. These
multi-purposed elements are the new stars of the
function-centered new season.

ART 3-piece Coffee Table Set
160
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Most Beautiful Moments…
By any means coffee tables are irreplaceable items of the decoration that can ease the daily life.
Perhaps for an exciting game night or a lovely birthday or a enjoyable playtime or tasteful snacks…
Designed for creating the little happy moment of the daily life, coffee table designs of
ENZA Home brings a chic functional touch into the decoration.
Fruit Time
Chic presentation of the most delicious fruits...

Game Night
Best buddy of the passionate sport fans…
MESH Coffee Table

WOODY Side Table

Tea Time
A Relaxing place of a coffee or tea…

Complementing its mink lacquered surfaces with exclusively
designed shiny golden design details ASTORIA COFFEE
TABLE will become one of the impressing pieces in your
decoration with its chic design style.

Birthday
Enthusiastic celebration of happy birthdays…
GONG Coffee Table

162

NORDIC Coffee Table
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COFFEE TABLES
Coffee tables are attracting attention with their extra storage spaces beside their decorative advantages.
Especially, two-tiered coffee tables can be used as perfect storage spaces. Using storage boxes,
decorative vases and candles is the most effective way to benefit from the upper surface of the table.

RAIN
Bronze mirror, natural walnut coating
surface

PRAGA
Stone and antique brown colour
combination, marble pattern usage

OTTAVIA
Dark green colour of Enza, golden
colour metal legs

DOLCE
Walnut patterned, conical leg, with drawer

ELENA
Conical leg design with drawer

SIDE TABLES
Side tables are renovating the spaces whenever it is needed with their mobility.
They make daily life easier by being used multi-purpose with this advantage.

164

ART
Pattern alternatives in 6 different colour of Enza, easy to clean
shiny glass surface, metal legs, 3-piece Coffee Table Set

DROP
Walnut coating, special
colour application

PENA
Walnut and white colour
alternative

LORA
Walnut coating, special
designed wooden leg

FIGURE
Walnut coating, pattern
engraved top surface

UNIQUE AESTHETICS
ELEGANTE COFFEE TABLE, in which
trend materials of the new season such
as marble, wood and bras come together,
creates refined details in living spaces.
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ORFE
100 % MDF natural walnut coating and lacquered surface
Soon in Enza Home!

AYDA
First class, conical leg design
Coffee table, Side table

NORDIC
Three different colour alternatives, exclusively adorned surface, wooden
leg design Coffee table, Side table

NETHA
Wooden and lacquered surface combination,
CNC pattern application, metal leg
Coffee table,
Side table

CARMINA
Natural walnut coated surface, circular form in 3 different sizes
Coffee table, Side table large, Side table small

ALESSA
Light walnut look upper surface, glass bottom shelf
Coffee table, Nesting table

ANGEL
White silk opaque lacquer on 100%
MDF, golden colour metal leg design

REGINA
Walnut leg design, lacquered surface
Coffee table, Nesting table

ARIA
Walnut coated surface
Coffee table with shelf, Side table

ORLANDO
Center and side table alternatives with walnut coated surface
Coffee table, Side table

MARENGO
Dark oak colour, golden metal decorative application on upper
side of the legs Coffee table, Side table

BOLERO
Glass surface, with open shelf and drawer, wooden leg design
Coffee table, Side table

VALENTE
Modern geometrical form, natural walnut coated surface
Coffee table, Side table

VALS
Walnut coated, metal geometrical leg design
Coffee table, Side table

NOLA
Natural walnut coated surface, side table alternatives in 3 different
sizes, Coffee table, Nesting table set

CRYSTAL
Unscratchable acrylic surface, metal leg design,
Coffee table, Side table

VERONICA
Matte White Sacramento oak colour combination, storage
space with drawer
Coffee table, Side table

MAESTRO
Natural walnut coating, 1st class wooden leg design
Coffee table, Side table

CRYSTAL PLUS
Natural walnut coated surface, 2 different leg colour
alternatives, Coffee table, Side table

LINA
Natural walnut-white colour combination, lacquered surface
Coffee table, Nesting table

WOODY
Natural wood surface, two different colour alternatives
Large coffee table, Coffee table, Small coffee table

COFFEE TABLE SETS

MESH
Three different colour alternatives, metal leg design
Coffee table, Nesting table

GONG
Exclusive colour and pattern application, metal leg design with brass detail
Coffee table, Side table, Side table with mirror
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New Definition
of Accessibility

The concept of accessibility, which was once associated with low quality materials,
is now defining itself again by coming together with minimal and functional pieces of
furniture that are produced by high quality materials. Today, the most important thing
is to create functional and accessible spaces with the high quality designs that are
managed to be comfortable and stylish at the same time.
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1. NETHA SIDEBOARD
Walnut colour and linen fabric
look surface combination,
exclusively designed bronze
colour handles, metal leg design
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

ENZA HOME BOOK / ACCESSIBILITY

A Chic Touch to the Modernism
Enriching its modern style with chic details, NETHA DINING ROOM is bringing
the classic touches together with its elegant design. While presenting its
sophisticated sense of design with unique details such as bronze metal handles
and wooden leg design, it simply adds effortless elegance into the decoration
which comes into light by walnut and linen fabric surface combinations.

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.

NEW

4. WIRE GOLD LAMP
Wire golden colour metal cap,
Soon in Enza Home!

2. NETHA TABLE
Exclusive wooden leg design in
special colour, colour alternatives
in chairs
Fixed table
Extending table
Netha chair

4

2

1

3
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Bringing its modern structure together with
functional and aesthetic design details,
NETHA TV UNIT is enchanting the decoration
with its sophisticated sense of modern design.
NEHTA TV UNIT, in which wooden MDF frame
application meets with bronze metal handle
designs, is crowing its functionality with open
and closed upper wall unit designs, which
creates extra storage spaces.

b

1. NETHA TV UNIT
Walnut colour and linen fabric look
surface combination, functional and
aesthetic upper wall unit with shelves

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.

NETHA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Cabinet

4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options
in different sizes and colours,
adjustable height
Soon in Enza Home

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface
combination, CNC pattern application,
metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

NEW

4

1

a

2

3
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NEW
1. NETHA SOFA
Comfortable wide seating, ability
to turn into a bed with moving
back function, storage bed
function
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

Comfort of Modernity
NETHA LIVING ROOM, in which maximum
comfort meets with the contemporary design,
is presenting a brand new aspect of decoration
with its simple yet beautiful design details.
Shining out with its thick and soft seating area
and special ability to turn into a bed, NETHA
LIVING ROOM creates visually satisfying
coziness.

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface
combination, CNC pattern
application, metal leg
Coffee table
Side table
3. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton&polyester silk weaving
that reflects richness of original
hand-made carpet
4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options
in different sizes and colours,
adjustable height
Soon in Enza Home

4

1

2

3
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1. ROSA SIDEBOARD
Unique handle design,
natural walnut look
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror
2. ROSA TABLE
Exendable table
Fixed table
Rosa chair
3. NERO PENDANT LAMP
Black metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm

Distinctive Details

4. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
5. LUNA PENDANT LAMP
Silver coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
6. PALACE CARPET GREY
100% cotton coating, fine form

ROSA DINING ROOM, which will be the most
impressive reflection of the style of your home,
redefines its natural walnut appearance with the
help of tampa colour combination conspicuously. It
combines its own style and elegancy with decorative
mirrors, exclusively designed handles.
5

3
4

2

1

6
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ROSA TV UNIT, in which originality meets functionality, provides shelves
for your favorite books and decorative accessories. ROSA TV UNIT
creates a functional elegancy with its impressive details.

1. ROSA TV UNIT
a. TV bench large
b. Wall unit with door
TV bench small
Wall unit with door small
2. WOODY COFFEE TABLE
100% natural wooden surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side table large
Side table medium
Side table small

b

3. POMPOM CARPET
ORANGE / BROWN
Natural wool woven, unique
bender technique

1

2
a

3
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1. ROSA SITTING GROUP
Unique design, bed mechanism,
stitch details
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

2. ROSA DRESSOIRE
Unique design, rose colour
handles, circular formed
decorative mirror
Dressoire
Dressoire mirror
3. WOODY SIDE TABLE
100% natural wooden surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side table large
Side table medium
Side table small

4. SOLID TRIPLE
FLOOR LAMP
Grey metal body and cap,
copper coloured details
H:170 cm

6. NOVA CARPET
ANTHRACITE
100% wool knitted,
minimal design

5. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and
deformation of carpet piles
with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours

The Most Functional State of
the Beauty
Modernism of the minimal sense of design is hidden in the details of
ROSA SITTING GROUP. Attracting attention with its button details
on the arms and exclusively designed back cushions, ROSA SITTING
GROUP also has the ability to turn into a bed.

4

1
2

3
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1. PONTE SITTING GROUP
Modern style, bed and storage functions,
linear stitch details
Three seat sofabed with storage
Two seat sofa
Armchair

Functional Touch of
Modernism

2. MESH COFFEE TABLE
3 different colour alternatives,
metal legs
Coffee table
Nesting table

Combining its modern style with special functional
features, PONTE SITTING GROUP provides high
level of comfort with its exclusive foam application. It
presents maximum usage advantage with its three seat
sofabed alternative, which has Zero-Wall mechanism
that can easily transform the sofa into a bed.

3. VERA CARPET BLUE
Traditional motives, thin
cotton form
4. PUNE CARPET YELLOW
Preventing the dusting and deformation of
carpet piles with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours

1

2

3

4
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1. POLKA SOFA
Wooden leg design, 34 DNS high
comfort, three seat sofa and
three seat sofabed alternatives
Three seat sofabed
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

High Comfort Call
POLKA LIVING ROOM, which creates a fresh ambiance with
its modern minimal design, is providing extra comfort with large
seating. POLKA LIVING ROOM is bringing high comfort together
with functionality with its Three Seat Sofabed alternative.

2. NOLA COFFEE TABLE
Natural walnut surface, side table
alternatives in 3 different sizes
Coffee table
Side coffee table set
3. WIRE PENDANT WHITE
Filiform metal cap, adjustable height.
ø: 30 cm

3

4. SILKEN CARPET AQUA BLUE
Fine form, cotton coating

Three Seat
Sofabed
alternative
1

2

4
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1. ORFE SOFA
Highly comfortable seating,
ability to turn into a bed,
rich cushion alternatives,
decorative stitching and
accessories details,
Three seat storage sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

ENZA HOME BOOK / ACCESSIBILITY

Definition of the
Contemporary Design
Having the soft design style with its rounded structure, ORFE LIVING ROOM
is bringing the comfort to its maximum degree with highly comfortable seating
areas. With its striking beauty, storage function and the ability to turn into a bed
easily, it is redefining the limits of the contemporary design.

3. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton&polyester silk weaving that
reflects richness of original hand-made
carpet

NEW

4. ORANGE FLOOR LAMP
Minimal design, wooden patterned cap,
black legs
H.150 cm

2. ORFE COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF natural walnut
coating and lacquered
surface
Soon in Enza Home

4

1

Functional
aesthetic
pocket
2

3
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Aesthetics of The Comfort
MARLENA SITTING GROUP, in which essential characteristics of modern design
that brings the comfort to forefront meets with romantic details, is combining high
comfort together with aesthetic. Shining out with impressive quilted details, rich
fabric and cushions applications and exclusive leg design in different colours,
MARLENA SITTING GROUP is creating very attractive living spaces.

1. MARLENA SOFA
Luxurious quilting details, ability to
turn into bed and storage box, legs
in different colour alternatives
Three seat storage bed
Two seat sofa
Armchair
2. WOODY SIDE TABLE
100% wooden upper surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side table large
Side table medium
Side table small

3. VALENTE COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF,
metal geometrical leg
Coffee table
Side table

5. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton&polyester silk weaving
that reflects richness of original
hand-made carpet

4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
DARK BLUE
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometrical patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look

6. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Black and white colour
alternative, body colour
compatible with head colour,
marble base

NEW

6

1

3
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High Style of Natural Wood
The natural wood is presenting its most stylish aspects in ELENA DINING ROOM,
in which retro details come together with minimalism. ELENA DINING ROOM
is the ideal choice for users, who want to create stylish functionality in their living
spaces, with its module alternatives that allow users to make different
combinations in line with their decoration style.

3

2

1

4

1. ELENA SIDEBOARD
Retro leg design,
circular formed handles
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror
190

2. ELENA DINING TABLE
Extendable table
Fixed table alternative
Elena chair

3. ELENA HIGHBOARD

4. PALACE CARPET BEIGE
100% viscose soft texture,
HD colour
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Elena Highboard, which
enriches its retro touches with
the functionality, is creating
functional advantages with
its open and closed shelves.

You can increase the visual
richness of your room
by using the shelf unit
together with the TV bench.

You can use Elena TV unit either alone or with
module options in two different sizes and forms to
create the combination that you like.

Elena TV unit is the ideal choice for users who want
to make their spaces stylish and chic, with the module
alternatives that allow users to make combinations
in line with their life style.
192
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A Warm Touch to the Room

1. ELENA SITTING GROUP
Three seat sofabed alternative,
exclusive needlework on arms and body
Three seat sofabed
Two seat sofa
Armchair

ELENA SITTING GROUP, which creates energetic
living space with its papaya coloured fabric and subsidiary
cushions, is making your spaces special by combining
its classical details with a minimal touch.

2. ELENA COFFEE TABLE
Conical leg design, with drawer
3. CLAY PENDANT LAMP
Matte clay coloured aluminum cap
Ø: 35 cm

5

6

4. POMPOM ORANGE CARPET
Wool hand-knitting, unique bender
technique
5. RIVER OIL PAINTING
6. GINGER OIL PAINTING
for more oil paintings
visit www.enzahome.com
Can be
transformed
into a bed easily

1

2

4
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1. MERLIN SOFA
Cushion and unique needlework on
the arms high comfort with 36 DNS
Three seat sofa
Two seat sofa
Armchair

An Elegant Commentary
on Comfort

2. CRYSTAL PLUS COFFEE TABLE
Natural walnut coating, 2 different
colour leg design alternatives
Coffee table
Side table

MERLIN LIVING ROOM, which adds an elegant
detail to decoration with its colourful feather pillows,
is creating living spaces that are more fresh and extensive.

3. BELL PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal caps, different
size and form alternatives, adjustable
height Ø: 26 cm,
H: 150 cm

3

4. CLASSIC CARPET
100% Viscose, fine form, anti stress
for more carpets www.enzahome.com

1

2

4
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Sweet Dreams
Are Made in Here
LIVE TOPIC

The sweetest sleep is the one that comes when relaxing or watching TV on a sofa. It is
the sense of freedom that comes with a little rebellion, which is against to the obligation
of going to bed or sometimes it is a way of sleeping which gives more pleasure than
sleeping in the bed. Sometimes it is a hospitable alternative for a guest and sometimes it
is the luxurious relaxing place for a tired body.

Taylor sofa,
which shines out
with its abilities
to turn into a bed
and to create
free spaces
due to the
armless design,
is a stylish
and functional
comfort center
especially in the
small spaces.

3

Functionality Focus on Comfort
Feeling of comfort is the only thing we seek at home
for our bodies and mind, which wear out by the end of
a hectic working day. And at this point, sofas are our
best saviors, which are the center of comfort besides
their strong impact on decoration.
TAYLOR Three Seat Sofabed

Liberating Design
We are going towards functional designs that create free spaces in
the new season, in which we get rid of excess objects. Especially in small
spaces, sofas that can turn into a bed are taking their places at the center
of this liberating trend.

Feature
of being
a bed

COSMO Two Seat Sofabed

198

NETHA Three Seat Sofabed

COSMO Single Seat Sofabed

199
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Different Sofas

Different Comfort

DOLCE

Modern Comfort
Enriching your decoration with its cushions
that has different fabric applications, Dolce
completes its impressive design with the ability
to turn into a bed.

ROSA

Luxurious Comfort
Shining out with exclusively designed cushions
and button details on the arms, Rosa makes its
design more impressive with the ability to turn
into a bed.

Being the leading element of the decoration, sofas are the most commonly used things at home
on the contrary to the other decoration elements. Therefore, the only criterion,
which distinguishes them from one another, is their style. Here are 5 comfortable sofas
that are distinguished from each other in terms of their style.
For module information of Two Seat and Single Seat Sofas www.enzahome.com

PONTE

Natural Comfort
Grabbing attention with its cushions and
stitching details on the arms, Ponte presents a
functional elegancy with its comfortable seating
area and its ability to turn into a bed.

ELENA

Minimal Comfort

MANCHESTER

Elite Comfort
200

The Manchester Sitting Group, which adds functionality to the style and beauty of your home
with the ability to turn into a bed, attracts attention with its handcrafted quilting details.

Combining the classical design details with
its ability to turn into a bed, Elena presents
a fine sense of design with its impressive
decorative cushions.
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RECLINERS

Personalized
More than an Armchair...
Shining out with functional design details, recliners are defining
the boundaries of personal comfort. Being suitable for everyone
by means of its adjustable seating and back support, first class
wooden construction, flexible filling material and the mechanism
that makes the movements of standing up and sitting down much
more easier, recliners bring ergonomic top-end design quality into
the living spaces.

ARIZONA

NEWYORK

ENRIC

W: 1000 H 1090 D: 980
Manual or
With Lift Mechanism

W: 950 H: 1030 D: 980
Manual or
With Lift Mechanism

W: 880 H: 1050 D: 960
Manual or
With Lift Mechanism

Functions of Recliners With Lift Mechanism

Adjustable
sitting support
Supreme comfort seating

Easy-to-get up & sit

Adjustable back
support
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ARMCHAIRS

204

Functional
Aesthetics

No matter how changeable the decoration trends are, armchairs are always the most effective
pieces of decoration with their unique style and comfort. Armchairs, which can transform the
decoration with their various colours and ornaments, present themselves as an important functional
component in all areas. They can fill all the extra spaces esthetically in any kind of decoration style.
Modern, avant-garde, bohemian or romantic; the armchairs that can be used with almost any
decoration style fill all the extra spaces in the house with an aesthetic function.

205

Gravity Armchair

Elegante Armchair

Combining its unusual
design with high comfort
quality Gravity Armchair
impresses with its minimal
style and special design
details.

Drawing attention with
its high quality fabric and
handcrafted design details
Elegante Armchair is an
effective representation of
the modern sense of luxury.

Navona Armchair
Navona brings a modern, stylish and eye-catching style of
decoration into the living spaces with velvet and leather look fabric
alternatives, striking colour usage and special stitching details.

Aria Armchair

Alessa Armchair

Shining out with its
trendy dark green fabric,
Aria Armchair brings its
chic Retro style together
with originality of the
artisanal touches.

Coming into life with the classic
design touches of the past,
Alessa Armchair creates an
authentic effect in the living
spaces with its exclusive stitching
details and high quality texture.

Netha Armchair
Designed for contemporary decoration by taking
comfort and functionality in the forefront, Netha
Armchair gives a sense of comfort that appeals to
the eye with its ergonomic back design and special
wooden legs.

Angel Armchair

Distinguished by its unique aesthetic
sense, unique comfort and rich details,
Angel Armchair reflects the elegance
of feminine style with its rounded and
flowing lines.
Angel Armchair Soon in Enza Home
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BEST CORNER OF THE HOME

Definition of the Comfort
Corners that can be used with many different decoration styles are the trending element of the new
season with their maximum comfortable ergonomic structure and ability to turn into bed. If you
want to bring the luxurious appearance together with the maximum comfort, coziness and usage
advantages, the only thing you need is to have a corner sofa set.

5

2

1

3

1. NORTE Corner Sofa Set 2. MARENGO Dressoire 3. ORFE Coffee Table 4. SOHO MOROCCO Carpet Anthracite 5. WIRE GOLD Pandent Lamp
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NASIR MAHMUD

‘’Perfect Harmony’’
We have given our “Arte Corner Sofa Set’’ design to Mr. Nasir Mahmud, for him
to create a space for us. With combinations and drawing of the concept and
accessories suggestions, he designed a place where simplicity and balance are at
the forefront. While we were taking pictures of this special dining space, we have
talked about his inspirations and the brand new decoration trends of 2018.
Nasir Mahmud
INTERIOR ARCHITECT

What does it mean to design for you?
Design is constant problem solving very much like life itself. It
requires an ability to take common sense decisions in response to
even the most complex of problems. As designers, our training,
expertise and experience hone our ability to identify problems and
design creativity becomes our intervention to achieve necessary
solutions. Successful design is to leave things better than the state
you found them in utilizing efforts that are simple but significant.
When you were designing this place, what inspired you?
I love the flexibility of the Arte Corner Sofa and its ability to transform
like a chameleon to adapt to its surroundings. I thought it would be
wonderful to design a space that too adapts like a chameleon to light,
the different times and moods of the day and seasons. The modular
glass wall with beveled modules coming together to form a reflective
whole forms a magnificent backdrop for the sofa. The antique finish
of the mirror wall juxtaposes the clean crisp lines of the Arte Corner
Sofa and creates warmth and texture on a reflective surface. I have
kept things simple and the colours limited, preferring to create
exciting modular back drops for an exciting piece of furniture. The
Arte Corner Sofa takes center stage juxtaposed upon a classic floor
of black and white that knits the space tightly into a welcoming yet
exciting whole.
The ceiling, like the floor also celebrates traditional geometry in its
layout and is a composition of narrow thin slots with discrete down
lighting. A single painting is placed on an easel expressing itself as
a special piece of value with the flexibility of being moved around to
correspond to the different modular variations of the sofa. I wanted to
create a space that utilizes the ability of the sofa and is both exciting
and relaxing.

How should we use the Arte Corner Sofa Set within
decoration? And what are the essential components of it?
The Arte Corner Sofa Set offers a very exciting decorating experience
for users with the advantage of modular use.
I have used the maximum configuration of the Arte Corner Sofa
since I want the sofa to look very linear and truly reflective of the
sofa’s capability to allow seating and lounging in a sprawling way.
One can use it in many different ways and I would love to see the
modules being rearranged in front of the mirror wall in different
seating layouts transforming like a chameleon. It is a modern piece
and its modernity should be juxtaposed with modern expressions of
tradition to create visual interest and balance.
What are the outstanding trends of 2018?
These are exciting times for interior design and technology has and
will provide wonderful opportunities in manufacturing, finishes as
well as embellishment.
I see the coolness of metal and mirror to bathe space in being used
frequently. I also see an elegant use of brass, copper and gold in
metals bringing vintage charm to modern expression. For the same
reasons with the ability to create porcelain and ceramic in yet larger
sizes; I see these materials evolving from the floors to the walls and
perhaps even ceilings. Ceilings will no longer be just a backdrop for
light fixtures but be discreet light fixtures in composition themselves.
I see warmer neutral colours being used as a backdrop for colour and
texture. Pairing the warmer colours with layers will surely excite.
I see an emphasis on quality and value with a preference upon fewer
pieces of greater value than otherwise. There will be an even greater
emphasis on fit, finish and performance in the year to come.

DESIGNERSEAST
Nasir Mahmud is an architect by profession and currently sole
proprietor, principal and CEO of designerseast, partner in NK
Interiors and partner in Sustainability for Life.
Born in the city of Multan, Pakistan, Nasir spent his childhood
in the colonial bungalows of colonies of the Pakistan Railways,
which contributed towards the evolution of childhood dreams
to become an architect.
He graduated in Architecture from the King Fahd University
in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia in 1985. After traveling and working
abroad, he returned to Lahore in 1986 and taught Architecture
at the National College of Arts for the next seven years.
He started practicing whilst teaching when a few residential
commissions from family friends prompted a one-room
office and the birth of designerseast in 1986. When he left
teaching in 1992 to concentrate on the practice, designerseast
had begun to grow, diversify and make a name for itself.
Today, designerseast is a critically acclaimed and widely
respected award winning design practice in architecture,
interiors, planning, landscape design and development
consultancy based in Lahore, Pakistan working nationwide and
internationally. The practice works in Pakistan, and in the UAE,
UK and USA.
Nasir sat on the board of directors of the CRC (Conservation &
Rehabilitation Center) an NGO dedicated to the conservation
and preservation of the built environment from 1994 to
2010. In 2006; The CRC was awarded the UNESCO Asia-Pacific
Heritage Award for Culture Heritage Conservation of The Uch
Monument Complex in Uch Sharif Pakistan.
Settled in Pakistan, Nasir is socially active, well known and
respected amongst his peers, friends and clients. He is a
member of PIID (Pakistan Institute of Interior Designers),
Pakistan Green Building Council, Anjuman e Mimaran, a
life member of the PCATP (Pakistan Council of Architects
and Planners) and an associate of IAP (Institute of Architects
Pakistan).
Happily married Nasir has 3 childeren and lives in his awardwinning home in Lahore.
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‘‘I love the flexibility of the Arte Corner Sofa and its ability to transform like a chameleon to adapt to
its surroundings. I thought it would be wonderful to design a space that too adapts like a chameleon
to light, the different times and moods of the day and seasons. The reflection will allow the mirrored
wall to extend the scene to unlimited sensibilities. I wanted to design a space that comforts the
functional functions of the sofa and makes it as relaxing as it is exciting.’’

Nasir Mahmud
INTERIOR ARCHITECT

4

1
2

3

1. ARTE Corner Sofa Set 2. ARIA Armchair 3. WOODY Side table 4. LIGHT Oil painting
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NEW

Strong Effect of Modernism

1. ARTE CORNER SOFA SET
Modulas design, module
alternative with coffee table,
metal legs with brass base
Soon in Enza Home

Complementing the energy of warm and cozy earthy colours with its chic and modern
style, ARTE CORNER SOFA SET is bringing comfort together with aesthetic through
its exclusive leg design which has the colour combination of mate black and gold that
goes along with its soft textures. While appealing to the personal styles by offering
the ability to make different combinations, ARTE CORNER SOFA SET is enriching its
design with modern cushion and fabric applications, exclusive armchair design and
technologic accessories application.

2. ART COFFEE TABLE
Pattern alternatives in 6
different colours exclusively for
Enza, easily cleanable glossy
glass surface, metal legs
3

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, modern design
H.210 cm
4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometric patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look

1

2

4
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NEW

1. NORTE CORNER SOFA SET
Multi combination options with modulas
structure, african rosewood and walnut
colour alternatives on legs, highly
comfortable seating

Limitless Corners
Combining the functionality with high comfort, NORTE CORNER
SOFA SET goes along with various living spaces and decoration styles
with its 9 different module alternatives. While shining out with highly
comfortable seating area and rich cushion applications in different sizes
and forms, NORTE CORNER SOFA SET emphasizes its design details
with wooden leg structure in 2 different colours.

NORTE MODULES
Double module
Right side relaxing module
Left side relaxing module
Two seat module with right side arm
Two seat module with left side arm
Corner module
Pentagonal corner module
Single module
Ottoman
2. ART COFFEE TABLE
Pattern alternatives in 6 different colours
exclusively for Enza, easily cleanable
glossy glass surface, metal legs
3. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET YELLOW
Viscose and cotton weaving, geometric
patterns, 5 different colour alternatives,
silky look

1

2

3
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MAYFAIR MODULES
Double module
Right relaxing module
Left relaxing module
Corner module
Right armed module
Left armed module
Single module
Ottoman
Armchair

MAXIMUM COMFORT, MAXIMUM HARMONY

1. MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET
Wide seating with supreme
comfort, high metal legs

3. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF
Metal body, lacquered unit with 3
different colour alternatives

2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

4. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOIS
Hand woven wool, unique bender
technique

Beside the maximum comfort that it provides,
MAYFAIR Corner Sofa Set, which accommodate
to your living space with its multi-purpose module
alternatives that can be used separately, is bringing
its modern design together with the functionality,
which is the most wanted feature of the decoration.
While getting the shape that you want, MAYFAIR
Corner Sofa Set does not compromise on comfort.
3

PERSONAL COMFORT
MAYFAIR Armchair,
the independent element of
the corner sofa set, is defining
the borders of personal comfort
zone while enriching
the decoration.

1

2018 TREND TIP
Industrial Style

You can create stylish and
modern spaces
with industrial
designs.

2

Contrast Effect
STAGE
FLOOR LAMP
GREEN
4

POMPOM HAND CARPET
ORANGE

Dynamic Details

The New Corner of the Coziness
Sofas, the first things come to mind when the comfort is mentioned,
are the irreplaceable elements of the decoration. The coziness, peace,
comfort and sense of belonging in the home that are presented
by sofas are getting a new dimension with MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET.
The comfort that you are seeking for is going up to its maximum level
with rich structure, soft texture and large design of MAYFAIR.
218

You can create an
attractive decoration
style by using natural
hand-knitted carpets
with contrast colours.

You can use colourful and
multifactorial paintings to
energize the minimal decorations.
NY
OIL PAINTING

For more info www.enzahome.com
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4
1. ARIA CORNER SOFA SET
High comfort, quilted
stitching detail, rich cushion
application
2. ARIA COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coated surface
Coffee Table
Side table
3. VERTICAL PENDANT
LAMP
Copper coloured metal
cap, exclusively designed
surface, different form and
size alternatives, adjustable
height
Ø: 28 cm, H: 150 cm

4. TRAPEZOID PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
exclusively designed surface,
different form and size
alternatives, adjustable height
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

5

5. GLOBE PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
exclusively designed surface,
different form and size
alternatives, adjustable height
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

Soothing Comfort

3

Completing the energy of green colour that represents
balance and harmony with modern sense of design,
ARIA CORNER SOFA SET brings comfort together
with contemporary design style with its exclusive
pattern application that accompanies its soft texture.

6. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1

2

6
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1. CITY CORNER SOFA SET
Combinable, luxurious fabric,
metal leg
Corner module
Double module
Single module
Large ottoman
Table ottoman

Creative Corner of the
Modern Design
Uniting the advantage of being used in many different ways by
means of its modules with rich fabric and colour alternatives,
CITY CORNER SOFA SET is presenting its multi-purpose
functionality of the modern design with high comfort.

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Unscratchable acrylic
surface, metal leg
Crystal side table
3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Marble base, contemporary
design H: 210 cm
more floor lamps on p. 46

Functional Comfort

Extra ottoman of CITY Corner Sofa Set can turn into
a coffee table, besides creating an extra seating place
when it’s needed.

3

Choose Your Module

You can combine double,
single and corner modules as
well as ottoman module that
can be a coffee or side table
of CITY Corner Sofa Set,
as you like.

2

Maximum Comfort

1

222

Uniting its ergonomic
features with
liberating modules,
CITY Corner Sofa Set
is providing maximum
comfort by turning
into bed by means of
these modules that
can be moved easily.
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1. ROSA CORNER SOFA SET
Back cushions and unique stitching
details on the arms, corner with
modern bed function
2. WOODY SIDE TABLE
100% natural wooden surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side table large
Side table medium
Side table small
3. LUCE OTTOMAN
Extra space with its storage unit

4. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF
Metal body, lacquered unit with 3
different colour alternatives
5. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Marble base, white and black colour cap
and body alternatives H: 210 cm

Modest Corner of
Comfort

6. PERLA CARPET GREY
100% wool texture resistant to
fire and stain
7. PERLA CARPET ANTHRACITE
100% wool texture resistant
to fire and stain

4

ROSA CORNER SOFA SET, in which high
comfort meet with modern sense of design, takes
hold of the decoration with its effective visuality.
Providing functional solutions with its wide
seating space, ROSA CORNER SOFA SET adds
a chic effect into its minimal design by detailed
ornaments on the arms and pillows.

5

1

3

2

6
7
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Corner of Comfort
Here is stylish LUPO CORNER SOFA SET at the most beautiful corner of
your home. Now it is up to you to create a unique decoration style with its
geometrical arm details and dynamic decorative pillows in different sizes
and shapes. By means of its ability to turn into a bed easily, LUPO CORNER
SOFA SET provides irreplaceable functionality beside its impressive style.

1. LUPO CORNER SOFA SET
Bed mechanism, cushion options in
various colours and sizes
Corner sofabed
2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Exclusive design engravings,
surface with mirror option
Coffee table
Side table
Side table with mirror
3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Marble base, white and black
colour cap and body alternatives
H: 210 cm
4. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and
deformation of carpet piles with its
100% polypropylene texture, shiny
colours

3

1

2

4
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4

2. CARMINA COFFEE TABLE
Natural walnut coated surface,
wooden leg
Coffee table
Side table large
Side table small

Modern and Minimal Comfort
With its modern stance, POLKA brings simplicity to your halls by
providing extra comfort with large seating. Exclusive designed wooden
legs and throw pillows add an elegant touch to your home.

For corner sofabed
alternatives
www.enzahome.com

1

1. POLKA CORNER SOFA SET
Unique wooden leg design,
2 different module alternatives
with or without the ability
to turn into bed
Corner sofa
Corner sofabed

3. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOISE
Natural wool hand-knitted,
Unique bender technique,
modern design
4. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP WHITE
Black and white colour alternatives,
body that suits the colour of cap and
marble base H:210 cm

2

3
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High Comfort of
Merlin Corner Sofa Set

1. MERLIN CORNER SOFA SET
Natural walnut coating, supreme
comfort
Corner Sofa

If you wish to create a cozy and peaceful corner at your home, MERLIN is
just for you. Functional design that matches both the right and left corners,
outstanding seams of pillow and arm structure, bird feather pillows, throw
pillows in different patterns... Everything you are looking for is at this corner!

2. PIN SIDE TABLE
Large side table
Coffee side table
Small side table
3. LEUCO PENDANT LAMP
Special multi headed concrete
grey cap, adjustable height
3

1
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2
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1

1. AYDA CORNER SOFA SET
Feature of being a bed and
storage compartment, rich
cushion alternatives, right
and left corner alternative

Practical and Comfy

In the new season, which we become simple by getting
rid of the excess, compact designs are in the leading
role of the decoration. You can bring the practical
advantages of AYDA CORNER SOFA SET, which has
the bed and storage space module, into your home.

2. AYDA ARMCHAIR
Luxurious fabric, high
comfort

3

2

Four Seasons
Comfort with Ayda
AYDA CORNER SOFA SET, in which coziness meets
with the functionality, is distinguished from other corners
by its fabric that can be used trough all seasons. It
is completing its spectacular design with cushions in
different colours and patterns, comfortable armchair and
lacquered wooden coffee tables.
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3. AYDA COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF,
first class wooden legs,
Coffee table
Side table

Praga TV Unit

Combining its contemporary and fine lines with the
warm and solid natural structure of the wood, PRAGA
TV UNIT creats space with its organising closed and
open shelves and matches perfectly to the simple and
compact design of AYDA CORNER SOFA SET.
more information on Praga TV Unit on www.enzahome.com
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Meeting of Comfort and
Functionality
Presenting modern design with a functional approach,
MARTHA CORNER SOFA SET compliments its eye-catching
aesthetic with special stitching and fabric applications.

1

2
3

1. MARTHA CORNER SOFA SET
With bed and storage, special
stitching and fabric applications,
right and left corner alternatives
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2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric
metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

3. PERLA CARPET GREY
100% wool weaving
carpet, fire and stain
resistance
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Puss in the
Narrow Corners
With their advantage of combining the
essential elements of comfort and maximum
functionality, corner sofa sets are the best
choice for small living spaces of our new
age. Besides turning into a comfortable
double size bed that allows you to have your
friends over, a corner selected in accordance
with the usage space, will maximize every
square inch via taking the shape of the room.
In addition, the corners with extra storage
are the perfect storage space for excess
objects and hence irreplaceable.
BOOGIE
Corner Sofa Set

TORONTO Corner Sofabed Set
236

KANYON Corner Sofa Set

BORN Corner Sofabed
with Storage
237

FILE
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4

2.
3
1.
5

How to Create
a “Gallery Wall”

7

8

6

9

13

10
11

12

"Gallery Wall"
Step by Step...
Characteristic Walls
Out of essential principles, the things, which make a home decoration more characteristic, are the subjective elements
that are used as a style of expression. One of these elements is the wall design. All you need is your walls and paintings to make
your home more dynamic and stylish. Here is a method, which allows you to create a perfect “Gallery Wall’’, while preventing you
from damaging your walls.
Enza Home 2018 Painting Collection to complete your decoration is in Enza Home Stores.
1. GINGER, 2. EFFECT, 3. SPACE, 4. RIVER, 5. DOTS, 6. HENNA, 7. RUST, 8. DREAM, 9. NY, 10. LIGHT, 11. PINKO, 12. BLUR, 13. SPIN
238

1

Construct a Profile
Cut the profiles that you draw on the
paper according to your frame sizes.

2

Try Different Combinations
By using masking tape paste them on the wall. Try
different combinations until you reach
the perfect layout.

Mark the Tenterhook
Measure the length between peak
point and tenterhook of the frame and
mark it on the profile.

34

Hammer and Hang
Put the paper profile on the wall and hammer it directly
into the mark on the paper, tearing it away after.
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Brand dEcO
RA
New
Center tiON
of the

From past to present kitchens, that are always perceived as a perfect gathering area more than a place
just to prepare food, are becoming heart of the decoration in the new season. Kitchens, in which many
decoration elements such as furniture, lighting and accessories come together in a beautiful way, create
inspiring living spaces with attractive designs of dining tables and chairs that we used to see in dinning
rooms. Exclusive dining table and chair designs of Enza Home bring maximum functionality together
with irresistible elegance of Enza.
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Daisy
Drawing attention with its wooden material and modern design
style Daisy Kitchen Table takes over the kitchen decoration with
its contemporary and chic style.
Daisy Kitchen Table / Veny Chair

DAISY KITCHEN SET
Natural walnut coated surface, metal leg

INTRO KITCHEN SET
Wooden and smoked glass
alternatives

Intro Kitchen Table / Via Chair

Novel Kitchen Table / Tilya Chair

Bringing ergonomics and design together with its draped
comfortable chairs Intro Kitchen Table is representing
minimal and chic style.

Creating a natural and soft effect with its round edges,
Novel Kitchen Table impresses by natural wooden
structure and minimal style.

OLIVIA KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

RIVA KITCHEN SET
White matte lacquered surface

Olivia Kitchen Table / Gina Chair

Riva Kitchen Table / Foly Chair

Combining fresh and noble effect of the colour white with the classic
design details Olivia Kitchen Table creates a spectacular atmosphere in
the kitchens.

Presenting a minimal and elegant style of design with colour
combinations that ranging from white to beige, Riva Kitchen Table
brings aesthetics together with the comfort.

SWING KITCHEN SET
Extendable and fixed table alternatives

242

NOVEL KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

TRACY KITCHEN SET
Classic contemporary design line

Swing Kitchen Table / June Chair

Tracy Kitchen Table / Essa Chair

Representing a fine example of the classical style of design,
Swing Kitchen Table enriches the kitchen decoration
with special design details.

Bringing its wooden material to the fore with the dark colour
choice, Tracy Kitchen Table draws attention by its
elegant and noble style.
243

SLEEP FILE

Personal Cocoons
of the Sleep

Bedrooms, which are the correspondence of the peacefulness, comfort and warmness in the house, wherein all stress leaved behind, are
also the center of regeneration of the body. Therefore, the ambiance of the bedroom should be cozy and it should make you feel safe.
Bedrooms, wherein the personal choices and styles meet with the trends of the new season, are presenting the peaceful balance that we
are seeking for and personal choices with modern design details.

UNLIMITED
WA R D R O B E S

270

p.

p.

Glitter of the comfort
and quietness

330

Lamps, the first things occur in the mind
when it comes to local lighting, are the most
important elements, which create the relaxing
ambiance that you need in the bedroom.

Babylike sleep with
the right pillow
and quilt
Choosing the right
kind of pillow and
quilt is the most
important thing
that increases the
quality of sleep.

p.

p.
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Being the stylish
organizers of
the bedrooms,
wardrobes are
trending in the
new season with
their unlimited
design alternatives
and maximum
functionality.
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Smart Track
Comfort
Providing the feeling
of body grasp of the
visco technology with
its Memory Coil system,
Smart Track mattress
is presenting a sleep
experience that you
never had before.
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EXTRAORDINARY DESIGNS

Stylish Living Spaces

NEW

Beds, wardrobes, headboards, chests of drawers, nightstands and
other decorative elements that are designed for bedrooms,
which are the most private spaces where we reflect our personality,
are encouraging us to have a style that is beyond functionality.
In the new season, wherein the modern design concept meets
with the textures, forms and colours that are inspired by nature,
the bedroom designs, which distinguish themselves from their kinds with their
refined design details and high quality materials, is giving life to the spaces that
are characteristic and stylish.
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A Luxurious Touch to the
Modern Style

1. OTTAVIA OTTOMAN
2. OTTAVIA DRESSING MIRROR
2017 Design Award, dark green
lacquer on 100% MDF,

Ottavia
Dressing
Table

3. OTTAVIA DRESSING TABLE
Exclusive dark green colour of
Enza on 100% MDF, golden colour
detail, circular mirror and shelves

OTTAVIA BEDROOM in which multi geometrical forms create
a flawless harmony with dark green colour, carries an authentic
and impressive aesthetic style into the bedrooms with rich
and dynamic design details. Presenting 4 different wardrobe
alternatives shining out with rounded golden handle design,
OTTAVIA BEDROOM reflects a modern style that combines
aesthetic with functionality.

Ottavia Dressing Table
presents a functional and
chic sense of design with
calm dark green surface and
striking golden details.

2

3

1

1

OTTAVIA OTTOMAN
Decorative and functional
Ottavia Ottoman complements
your bedroom in a chic way with
its golden colour ornaments.

OTTAVIA BEDFRAME

1. OTTAVIA WARDROBE
Exclusive dark green colour of Enza on 100%
MDF, golden colour circular form and strip detail
6 doors wardrobe
5 doors wardrobe
3 doors wardrobe
Corner wardrobe
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2. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Polyester&cotton silk
weaving that reflects the
richness of the patterns of
original hand woven carpet

Ottavia Headboard in which the dark
green colour of Enza characterizes
itself as a rich touch, attracts attention
with its exclusive quilted details.
2
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ELEGANTE BEDROOM
100% natural oakwood veneer and
solid lath application in all modules,
leather with quilted stitches on
headboard
1. ELEGANTE WARDROBE
Natural oakwood veneer, metal stripes
on wardrobe door surfaces
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)

2. ELEGANTE BEDFRAME
Bedfame with headboard with
quilted stitches
3. ELEGANTE NIGHTSTAND
Natural oakwood veneer and
solid lath application

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
Dressing table - Dressoire
Ottoman

1

2

3

Flawless Aesthetics
Being the breakout star by its flawless design, rich details and
elegant materials, ELEGANTE BEDROOM is representing
timeless elegancy with unique creativity.

250
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Presenting an elegant
sense of aesthetics with
its modern geometrical
bronze mirror framed by
solid wood, ELEGANTE
CHEST OF DRAWERS
takes its unique place in
the bedroom.

Elegante Series, where exclusive oak surfaces that inspires the blue dreams accompany the brass and marble textures, and where elegant
geometric lines comes together with handcrafted authentic design details, is giving life to the timeless and exceptional decorations.

ELEGANTE WARDROBE
WITH SLIDING DOORS
is combining its
design with functional
details by means
of its extra storage
sections and natural
oak coating on MDF
that is dyed with sand
blasting technique.

Presenting a sharp and minimal elegancy by means of
geometrical lines, ELEGANTE DRESSING TABLE appeals to eye
with its handcrafted wooden and brass design details.

Creating a nostalgic
effect with its hand
painted surface
ELEGANTE NIGHTSTAND
is reflecting the
elegancy of the past
with its retro style,
which is flourished
by handles designed
exclusively for Enza.
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ELEGANTE
OTTOMAN
emphasizes the modern and
noble style of the Elegante
Series with its high quality
fabric and functional
advantages.
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ARIA BEDROOM
100% natural walnut veneered
surface, custom quilted motif
application on headboard, brass
leg details, lacqueret surface on
MDF

Magical Charm of Nature

1. ARIA BEDFRAME
Custom quilted motif application
on headboard
Bedframe
Bedframe with storage

Combining minimal sense of design with the forms that are inspired by nature,
ARIA BEDROOM carries the magical charm of nature into the bedrooms with
impressive details, vivid textures and calm combinations of colours.
It brings spectacular visuality together with the functionality that provides
two different bedframe alternatives.

2. ARIA NIGHTSTAND
(RIGHT - LEFT)
3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1
4. CAPSUL PENDANT LAMP
Shiny copper metal cap,
body and base.
Ø: 15 cm, H: 55 cm

4

OTHER MODULES
Wardrobe with sliding doors
(260cm)
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
Dressing table - Dressoire
Ottoman

3
2

5

HEADBOARD
ALTERNATIVES
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23

FABRIC
ALTERNATIVES
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Inspired by the pioneering trend that represents a minimal
elegancy, ARIA DRESSOIRE creates a stylish effect by
combining the impressive textures and forms of the nature.

Shining out with minimal, natural and impressive design details, ARIA WARDROBE
is taking its unique place within the series as an elegant and strong decoration
element by means of its fume mirror design and golden yellow handles.

ARIA Dressing Table
presents itself as a most
important piece of the whole
series with its minimal mirror
design that completes the stylish
design and the storage sections
that are designed for jewels.

Adorning its impressive
green fabric with
minimal design
touches, ARIA OTTOMAN
completes the series
perfectly by its functional
and visual effect.

Drawing attention by its stylish walnut coating and
exclusive handle design, ARIA NIGHTSTAND creates an
elegant effect inspired by nature.
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NEW

FILE
LINEAR DESIGNS

Timeless Elegancy
of Minimalism
ASTORIA BEDROOM, in which an artisanal sense of style meets with soft and
geometrical touches of the new season, brings a sophisticated elegancy into
bedrooms with mink lacquered colour which is enriched by golden colour
handle design.

100%
LACQUERED
MDF
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ESRA KAZMİRCİ

“Waking Up To Nature”
We have given our ‘’Astoria Bedroom’’ design to Mrs. Esra Kazmirci for her to create
a space for us. With combinations and drawing of the concept and accessories
suggestions, she designed a place where simplicity and balance are at the forefront.
While we were taking pictures of this special dining space, we have talked about her
inspirations and the brand new decoration trends of 2018.

What does it mean to design for you?
Design creates new values by introducing new products into
our life. I can say that a design which aims for a resolution can
transform everything which has no functionality into something
totally different and meaninful.
Freely created designs that are created by the creative
proffecionals who can reflect their own taste and professional
knowledge upon their work, makes life a lot more enjoyable.
An interior architect must have the visual skills and the
ability to create, to taste, to plan and demonstrate. They must
travel, visualize, broaden their vision and perspective, follow
innovations and use their imagination to the full extent.
Designing a place is an individual, creative, satisfying, fun and
enjoyable time period for me. You become more energetic as
you produce. If you have a profession that you love, you are very
lucky. When you see the happiness statement on the face of your
customer at the end of the work, I can say that this is the most
delightful part of this process that you can experience.
When you were designing this place, what inspired you?
In addition to starting the morning energetically in the morning,
it is very important for us all to throw all our tiredness and to
have a peaceful sleep after a stressful day. As a matter of fact
when designing this place it was my priority to be able to give
this feeling to the users. I did not hesitate to use dark colours
because it was a bright room that was placed in nature. I created
a reading corner because the size of the room was available for
this. Creating a setting where you can listen to peaceful music
with pendant lighting near the bedframe will calm you down and
prepare you into a cozy sleep experience with the help of a short
reading period.
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How should we use the Astoria Bedroom within
decoration? And what are the essential components of
it?
I increased the depth of the room by using diversified mirrors
in different sizes. I have created mobility in the room by using
the mirrors in geometrical form on the revetment wall between
the closets. Instead of direct lighting, I used pendant lightings
to provide a smoother and more homogeneous lighting. I
have brought the furniture into the forefront by using more
darker colour on the lacquered panels which was used on the
headboard.
What are the outstanding trends of 2018?
In 2018 decoration trends, maximalism, comfort, flexibility
and being connected to the nature are in the forefront. There
is a more eclectic approach. We can say that there is a sense of
returning to nature in regard to the wallpapers. Tropical plants
and floral patterns, amingolar, geometric patterns and textured
wallpaper applications are quite popular. Golden colour, emerald
green tones and pale pink tones are attracting attention. As for
the fabrics, velvet upholstery, nubuck and leather are also in
use; but the patterns on the fabrics are standing out. Such as
ethnic, chevron (zig zag) and geometric patterns. As for furniture
and accessories, almost every type of metal (black, gold, brass,
bronze), walnut, oak, natural wood, natural handmade details,
tropical and abstract geometric patterned cushions are standing
out.

Esra Kazmirci
INTERIOR ARCHITECT
ESRA KAZMİRCİ ARCHITECTURE
Born in Adana in 1970, Esra Kazmirci
graduated from Bilkent University
Department of Architecture and
Environmental Design - Interior
Architecture in 1991. In 1992, she
took graduate courses in the same
department but left school before
completing her thesis. The same
year she went to Florence to study
Italian language. Then she returned
to Istanbul and worked for a short
time at Vakko Home. She worked
as a decoration editor for different
decoration magazines for 3 years. Later
on she started to work at his own family
company, Çukurova İnşaat. In 2006, she
left the family business and continued
to work as an Interior Architecture.
In 2012 she founded Esra Kazmirci
Architecture. She is continuing to work
in many fields such as residence, villa,
office, hotel and yacht designing with
her team of eight people at her office in
Bebek. Esra Kazmirci is married and the
mother of two children.
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‘’ It was important for me to set up a place where I would enjoy the peace and joy of waking up in the
morning. Powder-pink bedding and furnishings of Astoria Bedroom were my priority to ensure this
calmness. The landscape that dominates every tone of green which is opparating as a painting behind
the wide woodwork is the side thing that help me to support this concept. And my accessories and
fresh flowers are indispensable.’’

Esra Kazmirci
INTERIOR ARCHITECT

6

2

1

3

4
5
1. ASTORIA Bedroom 2. ASTORIA Dressoire 3. ASTORIA Armchair 4. ASTORIA Side Table 5. MABEL Carpet Grey 6. ASH Pendant Lamp
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CRYSTAL BEDROOM
Resistance to scratching shiny acrylic
surface

ENZA HOME BOOK / LINEAR DESIGNS

1. CRYSTAL WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)

1

2. CRYSTAL BEDFRAME
Base with leather headboard
3. CRYSTAL CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
4. CRYSTAL NIGHTSTAND

2

3

4

Noble Duet of the Comfort
Uniting the minimal and chic design line of modernism with noble duet of
black and white, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is carrying the minimal life codes that
come together under the statement of “less is more’’ into the bedrooms.
With its black and white leather base alternatives, wardrobe that reflects
the combination of acrylic white and black colour panel, nightstand and
2 different chest of drawers alternatives, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is attracting
attention with the usage alternatives that suit your personal style and needs.
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FREEDOM
IN BEDROOMS

Enza Home gives you the freedom to choose
your style and taste with 23 different colour,
fabric and size alternatives while you are making
your choice of bed, bedframe and headboard.
More info at Enza Home sales points.
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HEADBOARD
ALTERNATIVES

23

FABRIC
ALTERNATIVES

Headboard alternatives that are suitable for
the bedroom set you would like to choose
23 different colour and fabric alternatives that
are suitable for bedframe, storage bed and
headboard you would like to choose

Best size options for your bedroom
SIZE
ALTERNATIVES
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PRAGA BEDROOM
Stone and antique coffee colour
combination, natural marble pattern usage,
solid wooden brass based retro legs

Noble Design

PRAGA
DRESSING
TABLE, which
will be the
irreplaceable
piece of the
bedroom with
its functional
details and
marble surfaces,
completes the
modern design
of itself with a
stylish mirror.

1. PRAGA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors
5 doors wardrobe

6. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and deformation of
carpet piles with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours

2. PRAGA BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Storage bed with headboard
Bedframe / Base headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
Dressing table - Dressoire
Ottoman

3. PRAGA NIGHTSTAND (RIGHT-LEFT)

Functional Aesthetics

1

Creating a modern
and calm atmosphere
by completing
harmonious colour
combinations with
marble surfaces,
PRAGA WARDROBE
consummates its
natural textures with
functionality.

4. PRAGA FOOTSTOOL

Luxurious Touch of the
Contemporary Design
With its cool and eye-pleasing exclusive details
PRAGA BEDROOM brings a unique touch into
the contemporary design. Balancing the
application of antique brown profile with the
stone colour, PRAGA BEDROOM redefines
the limits of the luxury in the bedrooms with
exclusive marble pattern design.

Module Variety

Drawing attention
with its elegant
design, PRAGA
5 DOORS
WARDROBE is
shining out with its
module variety that
meets the different
kinds of decorative
needs.

PRAGA DRESSOIRE
Adding refined touches into its
own design by minimal wooden
details and marble texture
Praga Dressoire enriches
the retro style with natural
textures.

5

2

3

4

6
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5. CLAY PENDANT LAMP
Matte clay coloured aluminum cap
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm / Ø: 52 cm, H: 150 cm

5

HEADBOARD
ALTERNATIVES

3

DIFFERENT
WARDROBE
ALTERNATIVES

23

FABRIC
ALTERNATIVES
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FOCUS

WIRE GOLD
Lamp
Soon in Enza Home!

1. Choose a lamp that will go well with the
dominating colour of your bedroom.
If you want to underline the source of light in
your bedroom, you should prefer remarkable
colours. For more neutral effect, a lamp with a
soft colour is the ideal.

Light of
Sleep

GRID
Lamp
Soon in Enza Home!

2. Shiny metals for a modern and effective
ambiance.
Lamps, which take their place in the new season
in a wide range of colours from copper red to
silver, is adding a modern and stylish touch to
living spaces.

Lamps, the irreplaceable
elements of bedrooms, besides
being a dim and relaxing
light source for the general
ambiance of the bedroom, are
becoming one of the important
elements of the decoration in
the way of new trends with
their innovative materials. So
what are the key points of
choosing a lamp for bedrooms?

TRIPOD
Lamp
Soon in
Enza Home

3. Earth shades with warm and cozy effects
Lamps with dynamic earth shades are making
the light to spread into the room with much
softer and warmer effect.
4. Contemporary and outstanding ambiance
with industrial designs
You can create an attractive ambiance by using
trending industrial designs of the new season, in
which natural wood and metal come together.

OBLIQUE
Lamp

NAIVE
Lamp

CROME
Lamp

CAGE
Lamp

ORANGE
Lamp

STAGE
Lamp

CAPSUL
Lamp
COLOURS
Lamp

GRID Lamp
Soon in Enza Home
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INNOVATIVE

Hybrid Technologies
Offering a unique sleeping
experience with its innovative
and pioneering design quality
since its foundation, YATAŞ
offers seamless sleeping with
HYBRID SERIES mattresses made
up of various combinations of
spring, visco, foam and fabric
technologies which are suitable
for every kind of body type
and personal comfort needs by
taking advantage of the latest
technological developments.
Usage of many different
advanced technologies in the
mattresses of YATAŞ HYBRID
SERIES, helps to protect the
spine’s natural curves overnight
while perfectly complemeting
the contemporary design world
of ENZA HOME which promises
a unique visuality, functionality
and comfort. We examined 5
mattresses within the HYBRID
SERIES collection of Yataş,
number one mattress brand
of Turkey, that offers a unique
experience of sleeping where
the mental and spiritual renewal
needs of the body is fulfilled.

1

2

3

4

5

FIVE-Z MATTRESS
HYBRID SERIES

SEVEN Z MATTRESS
HYBRID SERIES

SMART TRACK MATTRESS
HYBRID SERIES

ZERO GRAVITY MATTRESS
HYBRID SERIES

SUPREME COMFORT MATTRESS
HYBRID SERIES

Produced by space technology,
the 60 DNS visco elastic pads that
are used on both surfaces of the
mattress speed up blood circulation
and end tired awakening. The 5-zone
pocket spring system located at
the center of the mattress provides
special support to 5 different areas
of the body which provides the
custom fit to your body structure.

While providing individual support
to each region of the body with
the natural latex layer and 7 zoned
pocket spring structure, Seven
Z Latex mattress dampens the
body pressure and reduces the
turning movements during sleep by
providing a very comfortable sleep
in less position with its flexible
structure.

With the world’s first memorybased spring system Memory
Coil in the Smart Track mattress,
your mattress gets more air and
prevents unwanted springs.
It fully responds to the convex
points of the body such as head,
neck, waist, and hip, and reacts
instantly to body movements.

The world’s most advanced spring
technology Wallaby is only in
Yataş! Thanks to Wallaby springs
with coil-within-coil technology,
regardless your body profile and
your habits of sleeping, Zero
Gravity provides you the exclusive
support and you do not feel the
gravity while sleeping anymore.

Coming to forefront with a hybrid
of Visco elastic memory foam and
micro pocket spring technology,
Supreme Comfort has excellent
pressure damping and support
especially for the most sensitive
area of the spine.

For other mattresses yatasbedding.com
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2017
ISMOB
DESIGN
AWARD

TESLA Technology

Tesla technology is available in a special fabric woven with magnetic
yarns that have magnet feature. Magnetic energy-sensitive pineal
gland in our brains excretes melatonin hormone, which regulates
sleep rhythm, relaxes muscles, strengthens the immune system. The
magnetic field heals the blood circulation by acting on the iron oxides
in the blood. The fact that Tesla Technology has improved sleep quality
has been scientifically proven in the sleep laboratory in Japan.

What's
new with
YATAŞ
BEDDING

SILVER THERAPY Mattress

The Silver Therapy Mattress
protects the first day’s form
for years with DHT Spring
System consisting of double
tempered steel spring
exclusively designed for
Yataş and high comfort filling
material. Silver ions prevent
bad smells.

UNIQUE COMFORT, NATURAL LATEX

Latex material is a unique filling material beyond its natural form.
Its flexible structure damps extreme pressure, reducing rotational movements
during sleep and provides a much more comfortable sleep in less position. In order
to use the best quality and environmentally friendly latex in the Seven-Z mattress,
the rubber core is only supplied from certified forests with controlled cultivation. It
is used with harmless methods to human being and the environment.

SEVEN-Z Mattress

Consisting of the perfect combination of 7 zone pocket spring structure and natural latex,
Seven-Z Latex mattress perfectly matches the folds of the body. With its structure which
protects the spine’s natural curve, it provides body rest and offers a healthy sleep.

The mattress with the World’s first memory spring system
from Yataş: Smart Track.

WEDDING PREMIUM Mattress

Designed for long-lasting associations and brand new beginnings,
the Wedding Premium Mattress ensures that spouses are not being
influenced by their involuntary turning motion during sleep with the
5-Zone Pocket Spring System, which provides independent support for
different parts of the body.
For more info www.yatasbedding.com
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Royal Series / Exclusive Collection

KING MASTER MATTRESS
Yataş celebrates its mastery over sleeping quality with King Master 10,000 special handmade
mattress. Get ready to experience the unique sleeping experience that combines
award-winning Posturflo HD and Hi-Low spring technology with the 10,000 spring comfort in
a single mattress blended by Yataş Mastery.
The King Master 10.000 mattress provides excellent support by instantly detecting all points
of body that are touching the matterss, with the Hi-Low spring system with long and short
springs in its core and the Posturflo HD spring technology that consist of smallest pocket
springs in the world. The King Master mattress’s award-winning spring technology, which
features 10.000 intelligent springs that work tirelessly, provides high air permeability.
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World’s Smallest Pocket
Springs

The Best Sleep in Your Life is
All Hand Made!

Posturflo HD

Master Hands

Air permeability is very high in
Posturflo HD spring technology
made up of the smallest pocket
springs in the world which are only
2 cm high and 3 cm in diameter
and thanks to its high elasticity,
Posturflo HD spring technology
surrounds the body and supports
all pressure points correctly.

In King Master 10,000, the satin fabric
with a smooth, silky appearance that
envelops the mattress is fully combined
with the inner layers of the mattress by
using hand workmanship.

Personal Comfort

End of Tiredness

Hi-Low

Active Support Technology®

The Hi-Low spring system consists
of one long and one short spring.
Long springs supports the body
softly before the perfect spine
support. As long springs decrease
in height, short springs enter the
circuit. In areas where your body
needs support, all the spring
work at the same time, providing
a perfect spine support that is
suitable to you no matter what
your body profile is.

During a good night’s sleep, the Hi-Low
spring provide support and comfort to
your body, resulting in natural sleeping
movements that allow the muscles to
relax.
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INFO
Beds are the essential elements of bedrooms, no matter what
kind of style they have. The most important things to choose this
essential element are the personal needs such as usage purpose,
style and functionality of the bed.

Bases: Functional
Sleep Design

While uniting the maximum ergonomic features with durable and
stylish bed designs by using the latest technological developments,
Yataş Bedding is paying sufficient attention to functionality as well.
Yataş Bedding, which cares about functionality of our living spaces
that are getting smaller as days pass, is presenting the most
elegant examples of the functional design, which creates perfect
storage spaces.

With its base collection, which unites rich fabrics and colours with attractive designs
and creates alternatives for all decoration styles, Enza Home is bringing your
personal needs together with style and functionality.

MARQUIS Base

Presenting nobility together with functionality
and providing wide storage space, Marquis Base
appeals to every body with its different fabric and
leather options

Yataş bases and headboards are in Enza Home and
Yataş Bedding stores.

DAFNE Base

Dafne Base, which has minimal and chic
design, is creating free spaces with its large
storage spaces while presenting aesthetic and
functionality together.

ERICA BUTTONED Base

Headboard form, which is the decisive feature of Erica
Buttoned Base that has stable and strong design with its
low legs, is shining out as an attractive detail.

COOL NATURA Storage Bed
IMPERIAL Storage Bed With Headboard

With its large interior volume, both classic and distinctive
headboard design, Imperial will empower royal breezes at home.
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Appealing to the eye with its
natural and stylish design Cool
Natura Storage Bed also offers
alternative options with its
removable cover.

For different
alternatives of
mattresses, bases
and headboards visit
yatasbedding.com
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NEW

Relaxing Center of the Comfort
Enriching its simple yet chic sense of design esthetically with
cotton beige surfaces and elegant details, NETHA BEDROOM
is reflecting a spectacular example of the contemporary design,
which emerges from the functionality. NETHA BEDROOM, in which
exclusive wooden design details go along with calm and soft colour
combinations, is grabbing attention with its 7 different wardrobe
alternatives, dressoire and dressing table which lately have become
an essential piece of the bedroom decorations.

5

HEADBOARD
ALTERNATIVES
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DIFFERENT
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NEW
1. NETHA WARDROBE
Sliding door wardrobe (210 cm)
Sliding door wardrobe (240 cm)
Sliding door wardrobe (260 cm)
6 doors folding wardrobe
5 doors wardrobe
3 doors wardrobe
2 doors wardrobe

NETHA BEDROOM
Walnut colour and linen fabric look
surface combination, bronze handles,
modern and minimal design.

2. NETHA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed
3. NETHA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers - Dressing
table - Dressoire mirror

4. NETHA NIGHTSTAND
5. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.
6. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options
in different sizes and colours,
adjustable height
Soon in Enza Home
OTHER MODULES
High chest of drawers
Dressing table - Dressoire
Dressing table - Dressoire Ottoman
Footstool
6
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ALESSA BEDROOM
Natural oak texture,
geometric wooden design
1. ALESSA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
5 doors wardrobe

8. NERO PENDANT LAMP
Black metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm

5. ALESSA FOOTSTOOL

9. TERRA PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal cap,
contemporary geometric lines
Ø: 36 cm, H: 150 cm
see p. 340 for measurements

6. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and
deformation of carpet piles with its
100% polypropylene texture, shiny
colours

2. ALESSA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / headboard
Bedframe / Base headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

Elegant Meeting of
Texture and Handcraft

4. ALESSA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Dressing table
Chest of drawers - Dressing
table mirror

7. NOVA CARPET LIGHT GREY
100% wool knitted, minimal design

3. ALESSA NIGHTSTAND

1

The materials inspired by nature become more individual by
means of fine hand crafted details. Creating a cozy atmosphere
by its natural oak texture, ALESSA BEDROOM combines
natural textures with unique sense of aesthetics with exclusive
needlework details and unique designs of functional nightstand
and leather handles.

8

2

9

4

5
3

7
6
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Being the new favorites
of the season, dressoires
are taking their special
places in the bedroom with
their brave and functional
design details. ORLANDO
DRESSING TABLE appears
before us as one of the
most exclusive modules
of the Orlando Series with
its decorative jewellery
segments and special mirror
design, which completes
Orlando’s minimal design
that emphasizes natural
wooden material.

1. ORLANDO WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
5 doors wardrobe (220 cm)
4 doors wardrobe (180 cm)

Peaceful Sleep of the
Nature

2. ORLANDO BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Storage bed with headboard
Bedframe / Base headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

ORLANDO BEDROOM, which brings the
peaceful energy of the nature into the living
spaces, is at Enza Home showrooms with
its specially designed wooden handles, two
different wardrobe module options.

3. ORLANDO CHEST OF DRAWERS
High chest of drawers
Dressing table
Chest of drawers - Dressing
table mirror

Wardrobe
alternatives in 3
different sizes

1

6

4. ORLANDO NIGHTSTAND
5. ORLANDO OTTOMAN

Raw concrete handle
designs, which are
designed exclusively for
the Orlando Series, draw
attention as a special
design detail while
completing the natural
wooden surfaces of this
series perfectly.

6. LEUCO PENDANT LAMP
Special multi headed concrete
grey cap, adjustable height

3
High Chest
of Drawers
alternative

The ottomans, which are saviors of
the decoration, undoubtedly are the
most used elements of the bedrooms.
Orlando Ottoman is emphasizing the
modern and elegant style of the series
with its fabric that is matching with
the headboard right along side with the
functional usage advantage.
5
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LINA BEDROOM
Walnut - beige colour combination,
module alternative
1. LINA WARDROBE
Natural walnut - beige colour combination,
6 different wardrobe alternatives
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
5 doors wardrobe (220 cm)
3 doors wardrobe (135 cm)
2 doors wardrobe (90 cm)

Warm Touches of the
Modernism
Uniting the strong effect of the natural wood that gives the feeling
of belonging with the elegant details of the modern design,
LINA BEDROOM is presenting a refined functionality with its
sliding door wardrobe, which has fume glass detail.

2. LINA BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Storage bed with headboard
Bedframe / Base headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

1

3. LINA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
4. LINA NIGHTSTAND
5. NAIVE LAMP
Shiny metal, copper and silver body alternatives

3

5

2

4

5
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1

2

ACTUAL

Dressing Table

Leaving a mark on our memories as a nostalgic detail, dressing tables are coming back as the
new favorite pieces of the season. Creating an ideal place for personal and daily care, graceful
dressing tables are settling on the center of bedroom decoration by providing functional details by
means of their mirrors and special storage sections while completing the bedroom sets elegantly.
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1. OTTAVIA Dressing Table 2. ASTORIA Dressing Table
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Praga Dressing Table

Luce Dressing Table

Domino Dressing Table / Dressoire

Luce Dressing Table, which presents the
elegancy of geometrical forms in glory,
completes its own spectacular design
with exclusive golden handles and
decorative mirror.

Drawing attention with minimal and functional details,
Domino Dressing Table creates a strong impression as a
finest example of the contemporary design.

Drawing attention with its retro style
that comes to fore by geometrical
lines, Praga Dressing Table creates
natural and stylish atmosphere in the
decoration with marble patterns that
were designed exclusively for Enza.

Alessa Dressing Table
Creating a strong impression with
natural oak texture and exclusive
leather handle design, Alessa
Dressing Table brings its retro
style together with the minimal
elegancy by means of handcrafted
design details.

Rosa Dressing Table
Enriching modern design style
with creative mirror design, Rosa
Dressing Table draws attention with
its minimal and elegant effect.

Pols Dressing Table / Dressoire
Glorifying its simple desing with retro details,
Pols Dressoire is making a strong impression
with its noble style.

Orlando Dressing Table
Orlando Dressing Table presents
itself as an exclusive piece
of the series with decorative
storage sections for jewels
and cloud shaped mirror that
completes its minimal design
perfectly.
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NEW

NOSTALGIA

Back to the Future
Presenting the natural esthetic of the wood with dark oak colour and natural wicker surface
combination, MARENGO BEDROOM is creating warm and cozy atmosphere with the shades
of earthy colours. Shining out with exclusive ottoman design besides its 7 different wardrobe,
regular or storage bedframe alternatives and exclusive ottoman chair design, MARENGO
BEDROOM is carrying an impressive esthetic style from past into the future with its wicker
design details and minimal handles.
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MARENGO BEDROOM
Dark oak colour and natural wicker
look surface combination, 7 different
wardrobe alternatives, bedframe
options with or without storage

2. MARENGO BEDFRAME
Bedframe/headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed
3. MARENGO NIGHTSTAND

1. MARENGO WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
6 doors wardrobe
5 doors wardrobe
3 doors wardrobe
2 doors wardrobe

4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET ANTHRACITE
Viscose and cotton weaving, geometric patterns,
5 different colour alternatives, silky look

5. GRID LAMP
White and golden coloured
Soon in Enza Home

NEW

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Dressing table - Dressoire
Chest of drawers - Dressing table Dressoire mirror
Footstool
Dressoire - Dressing table ottoman
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NEW

A Chic Remark on
Modernism
With its modern structure and exclusive design,
DOLCE BEDROOM is adding a natural elegance to the
contemporary design. Shining out with walnut colour
and marble pattern combination, DOLCE BEDROOM is
completing its spectacular design with bronze mirror detail,
7 different wardrobe alternatives and with or without storage
bedframe options.
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NEW

DOLCE BEDROOM
Walnut colour and marble pattern
combination, wooden patterned MDF profile
application, minimal handles, bedframe
options with or without storage space,
7 different wardrobe alternatives

1. DOLCE WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
6 doors wardrobe
5 doors wardrobe
3 doors wardrobe
2 doors wardrobe

6

3

2

1

2. DOLCE BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Storage bedframe with
headboard
Bedframe/headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

3. DOLCE CHEST OF DRAWERS
High chest of drawers
Dressing table
Chest of drawers Dressing table mirror

6. WIRE PENDANT LAMP BLACK
Wire metal cap, adjustable height Ø: 25 cm,

4. DOLCE NIGHTSTAND
OTHER MODULES
Ottoman
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5. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton polyester yarn fabrics that reflect the
richness of real hand-made patterns

5

5
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Elegant, Romantic and Flashy
VERONICA BEDROOM brings the winds of romanticism with
calm pastel colours and exclusive silver colour handle design.
It provides a bedroom space where functionality meets with the
elegency of Country Style with modules that have storage spaces
and different wardrobe alternatives.
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3. VERONICA NIGHTSTAND

VERONICA BEDROOM
Matte white - Sacramento oak
colour combination, special form
silver coloured handles, headboard in
2 different colours

4. MABEL CARPET GREY
Cotton&Polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

1. VERONICA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
5 doors wardrobe
1

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror

2. VERONICA BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Storagebed with headboard

2

3
4
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ETHNIC
PATTERNS

4
1

In a new sensation where different,
original and dynamic decoration
elements create harmonious
coexistence, Yataş is creating ethnic
textile designs mixed with all the
riches of east and west. Combining
colours and designs freely with
contemporary lines, Yataş designs give
life to bedrooms with lively touches.

3

2

5

1. Dante Duvet Cover Set 2. Olivia Duvet Cover Set
3. Fiona Duvet Cover Set 4. Terra Duvet Cover Set
5. Brenna Duvet Cover Set Soon in Enza Home!
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INN OVAT I O N S IN
HO M E T E XTILE
Bold and Beautiful
Reflecting the colourful and bohemian world of India, mandala
patterns of Dante Duvet Cover Set of the new Yataş Bedding Home
Textile collection brings bold colours and dynamic patterns into
your bedrooms. Dante Duvet Cover Set, in which 100% cotton fabric
quality meets with satin texture, is presenting a unique design style
with its double-sided usage advantage.

TESSA Beige
Duvet Cover Set
Soon in Enza Home

GARDEN OF DREAMS
Bringing the most beautiful colours of the minimal style
into your bedrooms, Claro Duvet Cover Set carries the
beauty of the nature into your homes. It provides the
options that reflect your personal choices with its soft
and bold colour alternatives.

FIONA
Duvet Cover Set

Romantic Effect
Together with its exclusive jacquard fabric, chenille fibre
quality and unique colour alternatives, Tessa Duvet Cover
Set creates a chic touch in your bedrooms.

Dynamism of the Colours
DANTE
Duvet Cover Set

Dreaming Sunflowers

Be ready to create impressive touches in your bedrooms
with red, mustard, blue and colour alternatives of green
Lukas Duvet Cover Set which provides a very soft touching
feeling with its chenille fibre quality and jacquard fabric.

LUKAS Red
Bedspread Set
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Bringing the summer spirit into your home with its chenille
fibre quality and dynamic colours, Fiona Duvet Cover Set
makes a difference in the new season with 100% cotton
fabric and satin texture quality.

Elegancy of
Black and
White

Combining the ethnic
patterns together with the
balanced harmony of black
and white, Brenna Duvet
Cover Set creates a minimal
and bright atmosphere in
your bedrooms. It adds
diversity into its design by
combining 100% cotton
fabric quality with doublesided usage advantage.

Yataş Home Textıle
product alternatives at
yatasbedding.com

BRENNA
Duvet Cover Set
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UNLIMITED WARDROBES

Limitless
Designs of
ality
Functionality
Wardrobes, which are the stylish organizers of
bedrooms, are with us with limitless module options,
design alternatives and their maximum functionality.
Being the irreplaceable elements of the bedrooms with
large storage space options and exclusive intended
purpose parts, wardrobes are carrying limitless
decoration experience into bedrooms with their
modern designs that have maximum functionality.
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Bronze Age of Design
It is easier than you think to make a difference in the
decoration with functional modules and fine details of
VALENTE BEDROOM. The bronze mirrors that are on
the wardrobe and dressoire, will reflect the beauty of
your home.

1

VALENTE BEDROOM
Natural wooden surface and bronze
mirror combination

3. VALENTE CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror

1. VALENTE WARDROBE
7 different wardrobe alternatives
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
6 doors wardrobe (270 cm)
5 doors wardrobe (220 cm)
4 doors wardrobe (180 cm)
Corner wardrobe (90 cm)

4. VALENTE NIGHTSTAND
5. PIER PENDANT LAMP
Metal cap with raw concrete
appearence, transparant cabe with
steel rope Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
6. NOVA CARPET GREY
100% wool knitted, minimal design
for alternative sizes see p. 355

2. VALENTE BEDFRAME
Headboard with geometric stitches,
Bedfame with headboard
Storagebed with headboard
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

OTHER MODULES
High chest of drawers
Dressing table - Dressoire
Ottoman

7 different
wardrobe
alternatives
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RIcH^ModuleS

Limitless Utilization
VALENTE SERIES, which brings elegancy into the contemporary living spaces with
its modern and sophisticated sense of design, provides maximum usage advantage
with wardrobe alternatives that are made for different kind of decoration needs and
necessities. Drawing attention by its wide storage and organizing sections and allround shelves, Valente Wardrobe creates eye-pleasing and impressive living spaces
with its chic fume mirror design while providing functional decorative formulas by
means of its different kinds of modules.

314

UnlImIted^SolutIons

WARDROBE WITH
SLIDING DOORS
(210 cm)

WARDROBE WITH
SLIDING DOORS
(240 cm)

WARDROBE WITH
SLIDING DOORS
(260 cm)

4 DOORS WARDROBE
(180 cm)

5 DOORS WARDROBE
(226 cm)

6 DOORS WARDROBE
(270 cm)
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LUCE BEDROOM
Wardrobe alternative in different
sizes, special for design gold coloured
geometric formed handles

ENZA HOME BOOK / LIMITLESS WARDROBES

Modern, Stylish and Cozy

1. LUCE WARDROBE
Wardrobe with sliding doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
5 doors wardrobe

LUCE BEDROOM, where natural wood meets with the warm
shades of yellow, renovates the cozy effect of the wood from
the minimal and stylish point of view. LUCE BEDROOM,
which brings its modern design together with the stylish details,
makes daily life easier with its functional module alternatives.

2. LUCE BEDFRAME
Bedframe with headboard
Bedframe with base and headboard
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

1

4. LUCE OTTOMAN WITH STORAGE
5. CAPSUL LAMP
Shiny copper coloured
metal head, body and base
H: 55 cm
6. POMPOM CARPET BEIGE
Natural wool hand-knitted,
Unique bender technique,

OTHER MODULES
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Dressing table
Chest of drawers Dressing table mirror

3. LUCE NIGHTSTAND

2

5

3

4

6

5
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Bronze mirror designs, which
create a strong impression with
minimal geometric forms that
are the very characteristic of
this series, complete the whole
design stylishly.

Dressing Tables, which have taken their unique
place in the memories of the people as a nostalgic
decoration detail, are coming back for the ladies
who are being attentive to their personal care.
Luce Dressing Tables creates extra spaces as an
aesthetics necessity in the bedroom exclusively
for your cosmetics and jewellery with its functional
parts and drawers. Luce Dressing Table, which will
be the irreplaceable element of your bedroom with
functional details, completes its modern design
with the stylish geometric mirror.

Geometric formed gold coloured handles designed especially for
Luce series are drawing attention as a modern detail of the collection.
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The ottomans that become prominent in the decoration
as both decorative and functional details, are
the irreplaceable complementary of the bedroom
furniture along side with their functionality.

You can have Luce Bedframe,
which emphasizes its modern, cozy and
comfortable design with exclusively
designed yellow headboard, either with or
without a base as you like.
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4. ROSA NIGHTSTAND

ROSA BEDROOM
Natural walnut coating and wardrobe
alternatives in different sizes

5. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

1. ROSA WARDROBE
Exclusive designed rose coloured handles,
bronze mirror
Wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors (210 cm)
5 doors wardrobe (220 cm)

Striking Details, Aesthetics Forms
ROSA BEDROOM creates a fresh atmosphere in your bedroom with its contemporary
structure and aesthetics details. Combining natural walnut coating with the bronze
mirrors, ROSA BEDROOM will express different kind of beauty each new day.

6. MABEL CARPET GREY
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

2. ROSA BEDFRAME
Fabric headboard with button details
Bedframe with headboard
Storagebed with headboard
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe box
Steel storage bed

7. CAPSUL LAMP
Shiny copper metal cap, body and base,
Ø: 15 cm, H: 55 cm
OTHER MODULES
High chest of drawers
Dressing table
Ottoman

3. ROSA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers-Dressing table mirror

1

2
7

3

High Chest of
Drawers and Dressoire
alternative
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4

6
5
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Minimal and
geometrical design
details of Rosa
Series, create stylish
and unique atmosphere
in living spaces.

While the exclusive brass handle
design completes the natural
wood surface of the series, it
also grabs attention as a special
design detail.

Being a chic
complementary of
the Rosa Series, the
ottoman design is taking
its irreplacable space in
the decoration with its
functional advantages
as well as its elegant
appearance.

Adorning its minimal
elegancy with the
exclusive button
details, Rosa
Headboard appeals to
the eye with its design
in which elegancy
meets with comfort.
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Retro Touches with Rich Textures
ELENA BEDROOM, in which retro forms come together with the
contemporary design details, is manifesting the most flamboyant
example of wood with exclusive handle and leg designs. Shining out
with its headboard, which has exclusive seams, ELENA BEDROOM is
carrying a minimal and refined elegancy into your bedroom.

ELENA BEDROOM
Retro Caucasian oak and oxide
caramel colour combination
1. ELENA BEDFRAME
Bedframe with leather headboard
Base with leather headboard

Modules for All Needs

2. ELENA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
3. ELENA NIGHTSTAND

Interior view of 2 doors
wardrobe

4. ELENA OTTOMAN

ELENA WARDROBE
WITH SLIDING DOORS

Coming in to the forefront
with module alternatives that
completes its retro design,
ELENA Bedroom allows you
to create different wardrobe
combinations based on your
needs. You can choose any
module that you like among
module alternatives such as
2, 3 and 5 doors wardrobes, or
wardrobe with sliding doors
in 2 different sizes, which
have large storage rooms,
multipurpose inside shelves and
organizing sections.

Interior view of 3 doors
wardrobe

2

1

Interior view of 5 doors wardrobe

CORNER WARDROBE
(91 cm)

3

4
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2 DOORS
WARDROBE
(90 cm)

3 DOORS WARDROBE
(135 cm)

5 DOORS WARDROBE
(222 cm)
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ACTUAL

Interior
Functionality
of

Wardrobe
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Organizing Experts
Using all the advantages of profitability by creating extra spaces
is affecting the quality of daily life directly in the contemporary
living spaces that are becoming smaller as the days go on. And
therefore the decorative designs that can organize the homes
and create alternative storage sections are becoming the
epitome of the contemporary sense of design. Being the places
of relaxation and regeneration bedrooms are important parts
of the homes where we need the order at the most. Drawers
that organize the belongings, storagebeds and wardrobes that
can provide extra storage and dressing tables that create extra
sections for personal care products are the ideal choices for the
ones who need essential organization in their bedrooms.
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POLKA BEDROOM
Wooden textured white surface and
oak combination, more than 10
module alternatives

Gorgeous Harmony of
Modernism and Simplicity...

1. POLKA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel storage bed

Uniting the purity of white and the warmth of wood,
POLKA BEDROOM brings freshness to your home.
It completes its attractive design with large storage
spaces and all purpose modules.

2. POLKA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of drawers
High chest of drawers
Chest of drawers mirror
3. POLKA NIGHTSTAND

1

2

4. BOLERO ARMCHAIR

4

5. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOISE
Wool hand knitting, unique bender
technique

6

6. CROME LAMP
Shiny chrome body, plain and
chic metal cap

5
3

5

HEADBOARD
ALTERNATIVES

5

DIFFERENT
WARDROBE
ALTERNATIVES

23

Unlimited wardrobes with different
Polka wardrobe modules

Multi Storage Spaces

FABRIC
ALTERNATIVES

Unlimited Order in the Bedroom
Uniting the purity of white and the
warmth of wood, POLKA BEDROOM
is completing its attractive design with
large storage rooms and all purpose
modules. POLKA wardrobe, which has 6
different module alternatives, is uniting
functionality with its elegant design.
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2 Doors Wardrobe
(94 cm)

3 Doors Wardrobe
(137 cm)

5 Doors Wardrobe
(225 cm)

Wardrobe with Sliding Doors
(212 cm), (242 cm)
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INFO

Invitation to Sleep
Sleep covers nearly one third of human life, the body repairs
itself and stores the required energy through this regenerative
process. As well as the process itself, sleeping conditions
and how well you sleep are the most important factors that
determine the quality of sleep and body regeneration.
YATAŞ shapes the White Bedding Products with its innovative
design approach and invites you to a healthy, uninterrupted and
quality sleep experience. This includes standard designs that
do not compromise quality, with durability, offering Dacron®
products and the therapeutic medical series.
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WHICH PILLOW?

VISCO THERAPY NECK
Helps neck and shoulder
muscles rest with its shape
accommodating the spine
structure.

Picking the correct pillow is one of the most important factors of
experiencing the true effects of a rejuvenating and refreshing sleep.
If you don’t have a suitable pillow for your body’s needs, you haven’t
yet experienced a quality sleep. Is your pillow actually the right one
for you? In order to find out now, take a look at our quiz that will
introduce you to your pillow of true sleep experience!

50x30 cm

VISCO THERAPY BALANCE
Molds to the head and neck
using its heat sensitive material
and relieves the pressure points
on the body.

Shoulder-Neck
Please check later
Do you suffer
from chronic pain?

NO

34x55 cm

Head-Neck
BAMBOO PILLOW

START!
Do you need
a new pillow?

Room
Temperature

Do you have
night sweats?

Stabilizes heat and
allows the body to breath
throughout the night with
dehumidifying properties.
50x70 cm

HOLLOFIL® ALLERBAN®

YES

Removes elements that
cause allergic reactions
and respiratory tract
diseases.
Do you have
allergies?
CLIMARELLE® COOL

Do you prefer to sleep in
a cool environment or at
standard room temperature?

Prevents sleep interruptions
due to overheating with
its cooling effects.

Cool
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50x70 cm

For more Yataş White Bedding products, visit www.yatasbedding.com

50x70 cm
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Healthy Quilt for a
Healthy Sleep
Designed by Yataş using state-of-the-art filling
materials and fabrics, quilts are the essential
elements for a healthy, comfortable and good
quality sleep. Developed in accordance with
the needs of human physiology, the long
lasting Yataş quilts ensure the most
comfortable and healthiest nightly sleep,
thanks to its temperature regulation and
washability.

COTTON QUILT
Cotton Pillows and Quilts provide soft
and comfortable sleeping environment by
reducing sweating during sleep.

BAMBOO
Organic bamboo fibers provide comfortable sleep
experience where heat balance of the body is preserved
by reducing the moisture.

GOOSE FEATHER ELITE
Balancing body heat through the night
with its high air permeability, Goose
Feather is natural and healthy.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric,
100% Cotton Fiber Filled,
300 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Pink

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric,
20% Bamboo 80% Siliconised Fiber Filled,
300 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Green

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 80% Goose Down
20% Back Feather Filled, 400 gr/m2, Curved Quilted
form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; White

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric,
100% Cotton Fiber Filled,
1000 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Pink

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric,
20% Bamboo 80% Siliconised Fiber Filled,
800 gr/m2, Pipe colour; Green

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 80% Goose Down
20% Back Feather Filled, 800 gr/m2, Curved Quilted
form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; White

CAMEL HAIR QUILT
Camel hair pillows and Quilts provide
comfortable and balanced sleep experience by
preventing fluctuation of the body heat with
its natural structure.
Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 30% camel hair 70%
siliconised fiber filled, 300 gr/m2, curved quilted form
(Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Camel

For more Yataş White Bedding products, visit www.yatasbedding.com
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Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 30% camel hair 70%
Siliconised Fiber Filled, 700 gr/m2, Curved Quilted form
(Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Camel

SUPERWASHED
Produced by 100% cotton fabric, Superwashed
Wool Quilt and pillow, have washable Woolmark
licenced wool.

GOOSE FEATHER
Balancing body heat through the night with its
high air permeability, Goose Feather is natural
and healthy.

Quilt, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric, 100% Washable
Wool Fiber Filled, 400 gr/m2

Quilt, 100% Cotton Special Goose Feather Patterned Outer
Fabric, 30% goose down 70% Back Feather Filled, 300 gr/m2,
Curved Quilted form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Mink

Pillow, 100% Cotton Outer Fabric,
100% Washable Wool Fiber Filled,
1000 gr/m2

Pillow, 100% Cotton Special Goose Feather Patterned Outer
Fabric, 30% goose down 70% Back Feather Filled, 800 gr/m2,
Curved Quilted form (Bread quilted) Pipe colour; Mink
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Collection

MEASUREMENTS

VALENTE

VERONICA

DINING ROOMS
Collection

ALESSA

ANGEL

ARIA

ASTORIA

BOLERO

CRYSTAL

DOLCE

ELEGANTE

ELENA

INFINITY

LINA

Module
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Bookshelf
Alessa Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sideboard Mirror Gold
Highboard
Dining Table (Fixed)
Angel Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror (Oval)
Sideboard Mirror (Round)
Highboard
Dining Table (Fixed)
Bookshelf
Aria Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Fixed)
Astoria Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Glass Surface)
Bolero Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Wooden Surface)
Dining Table (Glass Surface)
Crystal Chair
Crystal Plus Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Dolce Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Wooden Surface)
Dining Table (Marble Surface)
Elegante Chair
Elegante Chair with Handle
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Elena Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Infinity Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Lina Chair

DINING ROOMS
W
2180
1932
1136
1600-2000
2000
1470
492
2273
920
920
1114
2157
535
2092
930
819
1004
2200
1800
550
2058
920
2400
510
2150
1600
1800-2000
2000
465
2200
2200
2000
2000
443
480
1800
1486
1600-2000
1600
470
2200
1570
2095
2095
520
520
2000
2000
1102
1600-2000
1600
430
2200
2200
1800-2000
1800
460
2000
2000
2000-2400
2000
520

H
779
452
1301
764
763
1527
907
919
965
965
1469
758
915
808
446
647
1431
761
1585
825
794
920
760
810
790
800
766
751
885
755
500
760
752
890
900
775
450
900
900
900
855
770
1095
1095
965
965
770
500
1624
760
760
930
750
450
765
765
890
860
500
760
770
880

D
527
54
477
900
900
342
590
589
35
35
593
1113
600
502
38
38
409
1035
350
610
500
22
1040
560
500
18
1000
1000
530
500
30
1000
1000
415
500
496,5
26,5
764
760
540
523
54
775
776
620
620
509
64
509
900
900
500
500
23
1000
1000
470
520
78
1000
1000
570

Collection

LUCE

MARENGO

MISTRAL

NAVONA

NETHA

ORLANDO

OTTAVIA

POLKA

PRAGA

RAIN

ROSA

Module
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Dresuar
Luce Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Marengo Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Sofia Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Dining Table (Fixed - Large)
Navona Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Netha Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Orlando Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table
Dining Table (Large)
Ottavia Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Narrow Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Jazz Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Praga Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Fixed)
Rain Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Rosa Chair

W
2148
980
1800-2200
1600
954
470
2004
1140-380
1700-2100
2000
540
1790
1790
900
1600-2000
1600
465
2194
800
600
1096
1700-2100
2200
2700
510
2006
1346
1900-2300
2000
495
2000
1454
1600-2000
1600
480
2250
1110
1145
2200
2700
535
2000
2000
908
560
1600-2000
1600
480
2216
815
1900-2300
2000
510
2070
1600
2000
540
2078
800-500
1600-2000
1900
480

H
826
480
1000
900
767
900
798
380
760
760
855
790
480
1790
753
746
895
802
800
600
1402
774
769
769
860
797
506
767
761
865
500
720
753
745
890
795
1130
1485
755
755
915
500
600
1650
1650
764
760
870
806
415
769
754
810
850
600
756
855
780
800-500
760
749
900

D
500
22
765
765
460
540
500
300
900
1000
510
500
50
450
900
900
515
496
30
30
465
900
1100
1100
615
499
22
1100
1100
585
825
22
900
900
510
500
40
450
1040
1200
600
788
26
450
350
900
900
610
500
30
1100
1100
600
520
30
1000
510
500
24-22
900
1100
590

ZEN

Module
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Valente Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Highboard
Dining Table (Extendable)
Dining Table (Fixed)
Veronica Chair with Pattern
Veronica Chair
Veronica Promo Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Dining Table (Fixed)
Zen Chair

TV UNITS
W
2070
600
1600-2000
1600
477
2010
450-350
924
1646-2000
1886
490
490
480
2070
1450
1800
500

H
817
520
764
760
840
895
650-500
1800
763
760
910
910
920
800
850
750
855

D
520
21
900
900
564
505
26-26
455
900
900
480
480
480
520
50
900
570

Collection
NAVONA
NETHA

ORLANDO

OTTAVIA
POLKA
PRAGA

RAIN

ROSA

TV UNITS
Collection
ALESSA

ANGEL

ARIA
ASTORIA

BOLERO

CRYSTAL

DOLCE

ELEGANTE

ELENA

INFINITY

LINA

LUCE

MARENGO
MISTRAL

Module
TV Bench
TV Upper Rectangular Wall Unit Set
TV Upper Square Wall Unit Set
TV Bench
TV Unit Back Panel
Upper Unit - Right
Upper Unit - Left
TV Bench
Back Panel with shelf
TV Bench
Wall Unit with Door & Shelf
TV Bench
Drawer Unit (60 cm)
Drawer Unit (120 cm)
Wall Panel
Wall Unit with Door
Wall Unit with Open Shelf
TV Bench
Wall Unit with Glass Door (120 cm)
Wall Unit with Glass Door (180 cm)
Low TV Unit with 2 Doors
High TV Unit with 2 Doors
TV Bench -Large
TV Bench -Small
Wall Unit with Door (Wood Pattern)
Wall Unit with Door (Marble Pattern)
Midi TV Unit
TV Bench
Upper Unit - Right
Upper Unit - Left
TV Bench
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
TV Bench
Wall Unit with Door
Wall Unit
Unit with Drawer
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Shelf
Wall Unit
TV Bench- Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Shelf
Wall Unit with Door
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Large Upper Unit Set
TV Unit

W
2494
1440
1046
2273
1235
330
330
2502
2498
2402
364
1200
600
1200
1200
350
750
3400
1200
1800
1200
1200
2412
1408
300
300
1800
2430
540
540
2184
2184
1702
1253
1500
1500
1250
2500
1790
1600
1800
2492
1790
1084
702
2468
2200
2464
1600

H
449
254
524
519
902
902
902
550
800
506
1000
454
314
314
1200
654
654
1762
300
300
458
605
502
502
815
815
1622
724
1000
1000
1625
525
525
475
450
287
1200
655
520
230
370
792
792
290
460
520
520
318
1200

D
527
332
331
588
68
241
241
502
177
500
300
500
500
500
48
344
344
550
250
250
450
450
456,5
456,5
306,5
306,5
456,5
473
263
263
509
509
509
470
250
250
50
520
655
226
500
500
500
226
248
500
500
320
450

VALENTE

VERONICA

ZEN

Module
TV Bench
TV Unit Back Panel
TV Bench
Wall Unit with Door
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Door
Back Panel
TV Bench
Upper Unit -Right
Upper Unit -Left
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
TV Bench
Upper Unit
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Shelf
Wall Unit with Door
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Door - Large
Wall Unit with Door - Small
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Door
Wall Unit with Door & Shelf
Side Module
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Upper Unit - Right
Upper Unit - Left
TV Bench
Side Module
Upper Unit

W
2400
2396
2402
400
2490
1678
505
1700
2674
330
330
2354
1600
2196
1958
2200
1800
1550
400
2484
1504
2484
952
2412
1608
706
706
1010
2400
1800
374
374
2000
1000
1250

H
550
820
727
1000
475
475
1010
940
535
900
900
1650
1417
506
855
400
400
730
840
682
682
626
322
614
614
802
802
666
742
742
900
900
550
550
910

D
500
88
499
270
500
500
238
48
500
230
230
450
450
500
331
500
500
40
250
468
450
300
300
500
500
268
268
500
525
525
355
355
568
500
210

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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Collection
ALESSA
ANGEL

ARIA

ARIA

ASTORIA

BORN

CHELSEA

CRYSTAL PLUS
DOLCE
DORIS

ELEGANTE

ELENA

GRAVITY

LINA

LISA

LUCE

MANCHESTER

MARENGO

MARLENA

MERLIN

MILENA

NAVONA

NETHA

Module
3 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
Quilted Armchair
Armchair with Papel
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed (w. Storage)
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
Four Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
Ottoman
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed (w. Storage)
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed (w. Storage)
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
Four Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofa
2,5 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair

CORNER SOFA SETS

LIVING ROOMS
W
2300
730
2370
2000
710
2130
920
920
2340
1940
800
2190
1880
740
2370
1780
840
2320
2080
780
2400
2100
730
2230
2060
710
2260
1620
840
2300
2300
2060
780
2130
1480
810
2910
2200
1800
670
2150
2150
1600
900
450
2430
1960
1050
2250
2020
810
2320
2320
2120
650
2170
2170
1970
800
2430
2130
750
2350
1800
740
2360
1740
1070
2860
2450
2250
830
2380
2100
790

H
810
1000
900
900
920
780
760
760
850
850
870
830
830
1010
850
850
780
810
810
1010
780
780
1000
810
810
995
840
840
840
750
750
750
1000
830
810
810
800
800
800
950
840
840
840
840
500
830
830
830
800
800
840
790
790
790
1040
770
770
770
880
1000
1000
850
850
850
960
870
870
870
800
800
800
880
800
800
900

D
890
770
1020
1020
730
920
820
820
900
900
880
950
950
890
900
900
850
1000
1000
860
840
840
750
960
960
940
910
910
860
950
950
950
950
820
820
820
1000
1000
1000
840
940
940
940
940
450
960
960
900
860
860
820
1060
1000
1000
850
930
930
930
960
830
830
900
1000
1000
880
1020
960
960
1000
1000
1000
920
940
865
880

Collection
ORFE

ORLANDO

OTTAVIA

POLKA

PONTE

POSITANO

PRAGA

RAIN

ROSA

VALENTE

VALENTINA

VENICE

VERONICA

ZEN

Module
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
Four Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofabed (w. Storage)
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2,5 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
Four Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Single Seat Sofa
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofabed
3 Seat Sofa
Armchair
3 Seat Sofa
2 Seat Sofa
Armchair

W
2300
2020
730
2200
2200
1920
800
2770
2370
1970
830
2150
2150
1670
900
2340
1770
760
2300
2100
970
2500
2200
1780
740
2250
1630
1040
2190
1960
800
2180
2010
820
2200
2200
1780
660
2500
2200
700
2180
2180
900
2190
1930
660

H
850
850
880
880
880
880
850
780
780
780
97
740
840
840
840
810
810
850
870
870
870
900
900
900
850
730
730
730
780
780
930
770
770
760
750
750
750
1050
740
740
1000
810
810
920
750
750
1020

D
920
920
800
1020
1020
1020
870
980
980
980
850
940
880
880
880
1000
940
850
880
880
880
950
950
950
850
920
920
920
980
930
900
950
950
830
930
930
930
890
880
880
840
1000
1000
900
920
920
900

Collection
ARIA

ARTE

AYDA
BOOGIE
BORN

CITY

KANYON
LUPO
MARTHA

MAYFAIR

MERLIN

NORTE

POLKA
ROSA
TORONTO

W
2900
2900
730
2400
2400
2250
1110
1110
2250
2250
2250
1110
1110
2950
850
2900
1450
2570
840
920
1760
900
1270
510
2480
2550
2400
720
870
1730
1080
1080
1860
1860
960
850
2770
880
1750
1720
1720
1860
1860
980
2240
980
2860
2940
2520
800
2600
1780
970

H
780
780
890
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
770
870
890
420
850
780
870
870
870
400
400
750
730
850
850
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
430
850
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
440
780
780
920
930
760
760
450

D
2900
2900
710
950
950
950
1680
1680
950
950
950
950
950
2300
860
1950
530
1800
850
920
920
920
920
920
1680
2500
1480
900
980
980
1760
1760
980
980
980
850
1760
980
980
980
980
980
980
980
1810
980
1640
1640
2520
900
1590
870
690

Collection
ALESSA
ANGEL
ARIA

ART
ASTORIA
AYDA
OTTAVIA Armchair

BOLERO

Module
Alessa Coffee Table
Alessa Nesting Table - Large
Alessa Nesting Table - Small
Angel Coffee Table
Angel Side Table
Aria Coffee Table
Aria Coffee Table with Shelf
Aria Side Table
ART 3-piece Coffee Table Set - Large
ART 3-piece Coffee Table Set - Medium
ART 3-piece Coffee Table Set - Small
Astoria Coffee Table
Astoria Side Table
Ayda Coffee Table
Ayda Side Table
Bolero Coffee Table
Bolero Side Table
Button Side Table - Large
Button Side Table - Small

Collection
CARMINA
CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL PLUS
DOLCE
DROP
ELEGANTE
ELENA
FIGURE
GONG
LINA
LOOP

LORA
MAESTRO
MARENGO
MESH
MISTRAL
MOS
NETHA

NOLA

NORDIC
NAVONA

ORFE
ORLANDO
OTTAVIA
PENA

COFFEE TABLES

BUTTON
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Module
Corner Sofa Set
Corner Sofa Set
Armchair
Triple Module with Right Arm
Triple Module with Left Arm
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Arm
Double Module with Left Arm
Double Module with Coffee Table
Right Finishing Unit
Left Finishing Unit
Corner Sofabed Set (w. Storage)
Armchair
Corner Sofa Set
Ottoman
Corner Sofabed Set (w. Storage)
Armchair
Corner Module
Double Module
Single Module
Large Ottoman
Ottoman with Table
Corner Sofabed Set
Corner Sofabed Set
Corner Sofabed Set (w. Storage)
Corner Module
Single Module
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Arm
Double Module with Left Arm
Armchair
Ottoman
Corner Sofa Set
Single Module
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Arm
Double Module with Left Arm
Corner Module
Pentagonal corner module
Ottoman
Corner Sofa Set
Corner Sofabed Set
Corner Sofabed Set
Armchair
Corner Sofabed Set (w. Storage)
2 Seat Sofa
Ottoman

COFFEE TABLES

W
1000
658
580
1024
378
1035
1035
550
550
460
345
1040
600
900
370
1200
500
495
495

H
426
506
480
355
552
348
417
485
455
522
585
350
530
400
500
380
550
445
355

D
1000
452
426
1024
378
1035
1035
550
550
460
345
1040
600
900
410
750
500
495
495

POLKA
PRAGA
RAIN
REGINA

VALENTE
VALS
VERONICA
WOODY
ZEN

Module
Carmina Coffee Table
Carmina Side Table
Carmina Side Table - Large
Crystal Coffee Table
Crystal Side Table
Crystal Plus Coffee Table
Crystal Plus Side Table
Dolce Coffee Table
Drop Nesting Table
Elegante Coffee Table
Elegante Side Table - Marble
Elegante Side Table
Elena Coffee Table
Figure Nesting Table
Gong Coffee Table
Gong Side Table
Gong Side Table with Mirror
Lina Coffee Table
Lina Nesting Table
Loop Coffee Table - Round
Loop Side Table - Round
Loop Side Table with Tray
Lora Nesting Table - Large
Lora Nesting Table – Medium
Lora Nesting Table - Small
Maestro Coffee Table
Maestro Side Table
Marengo Coffee Table
Marengo Side Table
Mesh Coffee Table
Mesh Nesting Table - Large
Mesh Nesting Table - Small
Mistral Coffee Table
Mos Nesting Table - Large
Mos Nesting Table - Medium
Mos Nesting Table - Small
Netha Coffee Table
Netha Side Table
Nola Nesting Table - Large
Nola Nesting Table - Medium
Nola Nesting Table - Small
Nola Coffee Table
Nordic Coffee Table
Nordic Side Table
Navona Coffee Table
Navona Side Table
Navona Coffee Table Ottoman
Orfe Coffee Table - Walnut
Orfe Side Table - Ecru
Orfe Side Table - Fume
Orlando Coffee Table
Orlando Side Table
Ottavia Coffee Table
Pena Nesting Table - Large
Pena Nesting Table - Medium
Pena Nesting Table - Small
Polka Coffee Table
Polka Side Table
Praga Coffee Table
Rain Coffee Table
Regina Dikdörtgen Coffee Table
Regina Nesting Table - Large
Regina Nesting Table - Medium
Regina Nesting Table - Small
Valente Coffee Table
Valente Side Table
Vals Coffee Table
Vals Side Table
Veronica Coffee Table
Veronica Side Table
Woody Side Table - Large
Woody Side Table - Medium
Woody Side Table - Small
Zen Coffee Table
Zen Side Table

W
1100
400
520
1100
450
1185
500
852
673
1050
525
525
1200
680
800
360
430
1300
500
1028
582
608
549
484
420
1200
550
1000
500
850
510
395
1100
437
406
377
950
500
450
450
450
900
920
510
1320
430
480
760
440
540
910
510
995
690
560
412
1200
500
1000
900
1300
634
500
367
1000
500
1030
485
900
500
660
530
475
1100
500

H
365
465
535
353
498
370
500
429
502
416
415
415
392
500
387
432
496
465
600
1028
545
557
518
473
428
375
580
402
557
371
518
468
311
585
535
485
440
520
593
513
443
360
355
550
401
551
435
350
510
410
350
550
407
502
462
422
401
551
428
479
372
560
485
405
381
476
346
481
400
510
380
340
420
350
500

D
1100
400
520
1100
450
690
500
953
530
525
525
525
700
400
800
360
430
650
500
408
582
608
440
440
440
750
550
1000
500
850
510
395
590
450
400
345
950
500
450
450
450
900
920
510
650
430
480
760
440
540
910
510
995
517
425
350
650
500
1000
900
700
367
367
367
1000
500
1030
485
903
500
655
570
475
680
500

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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LIGHTINGS

CARPETS
Collection
AZUR
AZUR
AZUR
CERAMIC
CERAMIC
CLASSIC
CLASSIC
COVE
COVE
COVE
MABEL
MABEL
MABEL
MABEL
MOON
MOON
MOON
NOVA
NOVA
NOVA
NOVA
OCEAN
OCEAN
OCEAN
PALACE
PALACE
PALACE
PASSAGE
PASSAGE
PASSAGE
PATNA
PATNA
PATNA
PERLA
PERLA
POMPOM
POMPOM
POMPOM
PUNE
PUNE
PUNE
RODA
RODA
RODA
SILKEN
SILKEN
SILKEN
VERA
VERA
VERA

W
1200
1600
2000
1350
1600
1350
1600
1200
1400
1700
1150
1400
1600
1900
1200
1600
2000
1200
1400
1600
2000
1200
1600
2000
1300
1560
1950
1200
1400
1550
1200
1350
1600
1600
2000
1200
1400
1700
1200
1400
1600
1200
1600
2000
1200
1400
1550
1150
1400
1600

H
1800
2300
2900
1950
2300
1950
2300
1800
2000
2400
1800
2000
2300
2900
1800
2300
2900
1700
2000
2300
2900
1800
2300
2900
1900
2300
2900
1800
2000
2300
1800
2000
2300
2300
2900
1800
2000
2400
1800
2000
2300
1800
2300
2900
1800
2000
2300
1800
2000
2300

Collection
ANGLE
APERTURE
ASH
BELL
BOLD
CAGE
CAGE
CAGE
CAPSUL
CAPSUL
CAPSUL
CAPSUL
CLAY
CLAY
COLORS
COLORS
COLORS
CROME
CROME
DAISY
DUET
ELIPTIC
GLOBE
GREY
HORIZONTAL
LEUCO
LUNA
NAIVE
NERO
OBLIQUE
OBLIQUE
OBLIQUE
ORANGE
ORANGE
PIER
POISE
SOLID TEKLİ
SOLID ÜÇLÜ
STAGE
STAGE
STAGE
SUNFLOWER
TERRA
TRAPEZOID
TRIO
VERTICAL
WIRE
WIRE
WIRE
WIRE

Type
FLOOR LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
FLOOR LAMP Cinque
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
LAMP
FLOOR LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP
PENDANT LAMP

W

400
260
400
330

450

350
520

400

400
400
300
350
360
380

400

350

450
350
350
280
450
350
300
250

Ø
1850
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
660
1600
1500
550
1450
1600
1500
1500
1500
650
1500
675
1600
1500
1500
2100
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
650
1500
1500
600
1500
600
1500
1500
1500
1700
1700
1600
600
1870
1500
1500
1500
1700
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

H
709
709
599
590
590
913
459
64
459
400
2046
2046
2123
2123
680
610
475
23
475
2300
2300
709
709
709
610
610
610
500
78
475
2235
2235
709
709
709
612
608
608
460
460
460
22
460
475
2190
2190
2190
2190
731
731

OIL PAINTINGS
Collection
BLUR
CURVE
DOTS
DREAM
EFFECT
GINGER
HENNA
LIGHT
NY
PINKO
RIVER
RUST
SPACE
SPIN

W
600
600
800
1000
1000
900
1200
1000
1500
1200
1000
1000
800
1000

H
900
900
800
750
750
1200
900
1000
500
900
1000
1000
800
1000

DOLCE Dressing Table

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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BEDROOMS

BEDROOMS
Collection

ALESSA

ARIA

ASTORIA

BOLERO

CRYSTAL

DOLCE

ELEGANTE

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers - Dressoire Mirror
Nightstand
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Footstool
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Round)
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Oval)
Nightstand
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Dressoire Mirror
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Large)
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Small)
Nightstand
Dressoire - Dressing Table Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Footstool (for Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers / Dressoire Mirror
High Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
6 Doors Wardrobe
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers-Dressing Table-Dressoire Mirror
Nightstand
Dressing Table
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200)

W
2544
2266
1416
922
614
1112
1704
1761
2616
1200
647
930
652
1200
514
2500
2500
2124
1319
942
1002
548
1100
920
598
420
548
476
2220
2602
2220
1100
900
600
1220
1770
1970
2602
1100
600
1100
550
600
1800
2044
2344
2544
2530
2109
1264
842
900
500
1200
850
500
420
1880
1880
2624
1130
950
590
1200
400
2020
2220

H
2278
2309
779
622
479
925
367
1217
2319
800
819
447
455
840
505
1140
1140
2182
2182
2182
890
1150
850
920
598
420
465
420
1160
2248
2200
950
450
520
400
1010
1010
2232
759
1207
600
550
436
970
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
760
1294
798
500
402
420
1205
1205
2215
955
620
535
807
460
1320
1320

D
709
621
477
54
477
477
430
2092
650
460
38
38
462
460
514
2265
2310
608
608
942
486
486
436
22
36
36
486
476
2223
683
610
500
50
500
380
2390
2390
678
498
498
26
26
498
2400
731
729
729
616,5
616,5
616,5
616,5
456,5
456,5
456,5
26,5
456,5
420
2170
2170
709
523
54
473
483
400
2225
2225

Collection

ELENA

INFINITY

LINA

LUCE

MARENGO

MISTRAL

342

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Footstool for Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm )
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman with storage
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
6 Doors Wardrobe
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Chest of Drawers-Dressing Table-Dressoire Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
4 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
High Chest of Drawers
Nightstand
Headboard (160 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)

BEDROOMS
W
2102
2402
2233
1351
900
913
1100
1100
550
1190
1698
1900
1698
1900
2600
2465
1100
1100
550
2430
2630
2044
2344
2544
2200
1320
890
1192
1192
550
1670
1670
2044
2344
2544
2266
1358
914
954
524
1598
980
524
475
1745
1940
1745
1940
2044
2344
2544
2718
2264
1358
906
1098
508
1098
600
508
1720
1920
1720
1920
2100
2220
1780
1340
900
900
900
500
500
1657
1657
1857

H
2222
2222
2206
2206
2206
2206
750
536
509
420
1030
1035
1150
1155
2240
2206
750
450
450
1100
1100
2214
2214
2214
2214
2214
2214
907
500
500
1050
1050
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
800
1234
800
480
366
455
1220
1210
1220
1210
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
886
1252
818
750
480
390
390
390
390
2210
2210
2210
2210
2210
760
540
1200
450
940
940
940

D
709
709
599
590
590
913
459
64
459
400
2046
2046
2123
2123
680
610
475
23
475
2300
2300
709
709
709
610
610
610
500
78
475
2235
2235
709
709
709
612
608
608
460
460
460
22
460
475
2190
2190
2190
2190
731
731
731
620
620
620
620
470
470
470
30
470
2090
2090
2090
2090
680
610
610
610
610
450
50
450
450
55
2050
2050

Collection

NETHA

ORLANDO

OTTAVIA

POLKA

PRAGA

ROSA

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
6 doors Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Chest of Drawers-Dressing Table-Dressoire Mirror
Nightstand
Dressoire - Dressing Table Ottoman
Footstool
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
4 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
6 Doors Wardrobe (Glass)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressoire Mirror
Dressoire
Nightstand
Dressoire - Dressing Table Ottoman
Dressing Mirror
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (200x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
3 Doors Wardrobe
2 Doors Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table - Dressoire
Chest of Drawers-Dressing Table-Dressoire Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman
Footstool
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)

BEDROOMS
W
2044
2344
2544
2720
2272
1386
943
1100
510
1164
906
510
476
1320
1842
1842
2530
2266
1810
954
604
1200
945
604
475
1700
1700
2700
2250
1350
910
1400
1150
814
1150
650
440
650
2500
2700
2900
2116
2416
2249
1370
939
913
1050
500
1050
500
1690
1690
2344
2544
2266
1138
504
1148
615
504
400
1540
2005
2200
2005
2116
2416
2266
958
534
1224
800
534
400
1832
1832
1657

H
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
813
1198
830
356
469
417
428
1215
1215
2200
2215
2215
813
1259
891
466
445
425
1240
1240
2200
2200
2200
2200
852
1560
794
800
495
455
1665
1400
1400
1400
2204
2204
2204
2204
2204
2204
792
1297
600
485
1220
1220
2215
2215
2215
882
1328
789
615
476
460
428
1167
1160
1167
2204
2204
2215
959
1224
785
800
417
430
1098
1218
940

D
727
727
727
617
617
617
617
469
469
469
22
469
476
423
2320
2320
674
608
608
458
458
450
22
458
475
2230
2230
590
590
590
910
470
460
40
460
470
440
485
2200
2200
2200
680
680
620
620
620
913
500
460
25
460
2215
2215
731
731
621
470
470
470
30
470
400
440
2231
2230
2231
680
680
608
468
468
468
24
468
400
2113
2113
2050

Collection

VALENTE

VERONICA

ZEN

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (260 cm)
6 Doors Wardrobe
5 Doors Wardrobe
4 Doors Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Ottoman
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
5 Doors Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (180x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Door (240 cm)
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe w. Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe w. Headboard (180x200 cm)
Chest of Drawers

W
2044
2344
2544
2706
2266
1810
913
1082
602
1206
1021
602
530
2432
2432
2400
2402
1100
450
550
2000
2200
2000
2200
2402
1200
950
600
3018
3218
1050

H
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
865
1311
873
520
415
395
1173
1173
2205
2205
817
650
497
1210
1210
1210
1210
2236
800
600
350
1200
1200
792

D
708
708
708
608
608
608
913
458
458
458
22
458
459
2236
2236
643
625
475
26
475
2100
2100
2110
2110
665
520
50
460
2120
2120
500

MARENGO Chest of Drawers
W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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DINING ROOMS

TV UNITS

ALESSA
ANGEL
ARIA
ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DOLCE
ELEGANTE
ELENA
LINA
LUCE

120
62
140
52
70
94
34
190
112
132

MARENGO
NAVONA
NETHA
ORLANDO
OTTAVIA
PRAGA
RAIN
ROSA
VALENTE
VERONICA

88
24
170
148
18
100
154
176
126
106

ALESSA
ANGEL
ARIA
ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DOLCE
ELEGANTE
ELENA
LINA
LUCE
MARENGO
NAVONA
NETHA
ORLANDO
OTTAVIA
PRAGA
RAIN
ROSA
VALENTE
VERONICA

CORNER
SOFA SETS

SOFABEDS

ARIA
ARTE
AYDA
BOOGIE
BORN
CITY
KANYON
LUPO
MARTHA
MAYFAIR
MERLIN
NORTE
POLKA
ROSA
TORONTO

COSMO
DOLCE
ELENA
MANCHESTER
PONTE
ROSA
TAYLOR

220
212
232
237
237
222
237
226
234
218
230
216
228
224
236

LIVING ROOMS
122
64
142
54
72
96
36
192
114
134
90
28
172
150
20
102
156
178
128
108

ALESSA
ANGEL
ARIA
ASTORIA
CHELSEA
CRYSTAL PLUS
DOLCE
ELEGANTE
ELENA
GRAVITY

124
66
144
58
40, 146
74
98
38
194
76

LINA
MARENGO
MARLENA
MERLIN
NAVONA
NETHA
ORFE
ORLANDO
OTTAVIA
POLKA

116
92
188
196
30
174
186
152
22
184

PONTE
PRAGA
RAIN
ROSA
VALENTE
VERONICA

182
104
158
180
130
110

COFFEE TABLES

BEDROOMS

160
199
201
201
200
201
201
199

ALESSA
ARIA
ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DOLCE
ELEGANTE
ELENA
LINA
LUCE
MARENGO
NETHA
ORLANDO
OTTAVIA
POLKA
PRAGA

284
254
258
264
298
250
324
288
316
294
280
286
246
328
268

LIGHTINGS

ROSA
VALENTE

320
312

BEDS - BASES

43, 270

CARPETS
78

PAINTINGS
238

HOME TEXTILE
306, 330

KITCHEN SETS
240

272
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